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Florida Reads

Dive into our state’s literature and libraries and
meet the Florida Book Award winners

PLUS: Ice Age Giants I Hip Hop History I World’s Best Cuban Bread

Join Florida Humanities as we
embark on a new journey.

FORUM, the award-winning magazine of Florida
Humanities, has been your gateway to exploring
the history, culture and heritage of our beautiful
state of Florida. We are excited to invite you on a
new path as we launch our brand-new Membership
Program, which will support our efforts to bring
quality, enriching and engaging programs rooted in
the humanities to communities across Florida.
As a part of the program, FORUM magazine
is transitioning from a complimentary publication
to a benefit for Florida Humanities members.
To continue receiving FORUM, please consider
elevating your loyal readership into a meaningful
membership. With your membership support,
Florida Humanities can strengthen our work
in sparking curiosity, inspiring conversations,
broadening perspectives and understanding the
humanity that connects us all.

Justin Thames/Bill Baggs State Park

Explore the membership levels and benefits at
floridahumanities.com/membership.
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Letter from the Executive Director

My First Year
Reflecting on making connections, sharing stories and strengthening communities.

I

n May I marked my first year as executive director of Florida
Humanities, and as I reflect on my time here, I marvel at the
vast impact of this organization. Florida—and the country—
continued to navigate life during a pandemic, and some of the
cultural institutions of this state faced dire challenges. Florida
Humanities strategically directed nearly $2 million in federal
relief funding to small to midsize nonprofits across the state,
saving more than 400 jobs. The 129 recipients of this relief
effort serve an audience of 6.5 million people.

discussed the promise
and challenges of the
American social contract
and the constitution’s
power to ensure delivery
of citizens’ expectations
rather than simply frame
an existing reality.
I was fortunate to
break bread and forge
Through our competitive funding opportunities,
connections with two
Community Project Grants and Greater Good: Humanities
of my predecessors,
in Academia Grants, we supported programs on topics
Steve Siebert and
ranging from the WPA and the legacy of President Franklin
Janine Farver. They
Roosevelt to Florida cattle ranching. Spanning subjects
provided great counsel and perspective on the good work
from 16th century Spanish Florida
of Florida Humanities over the past
to environmental justice and civic
few decades and the opportunities
engagement, our diverse programming
that lie ahead as we approach our
reflected the rich and dynamic identity
50th anniversary season next year.
Perhaps most important
of the Floridian.
From veterans to children, Florida
in an age of troubling
Democracy Reignited, our civic
Humanities has been able to share
engagement initiative, flourished
captivating stories of our fellow
disinformation, I’ve
with our partner, The Village Square.
Floridians, consider what it means to
realized that Florida
We placed on center stage questions
contribute to a more perfect union
about our role and responsibilities
and provide a lens to better see and
Humanities is an
as citizens of our state and country.
understand Florida. Perhaps most
implement for the
Scholar, author and journalist Jonathan
important in an age of troubling
Rauch challenged us to be aware of
disinformation, I’ve realized that
delivery of truth.
how and where we receive our truth
Florida Humanities is an implement
in this age of high-traffic digital
for the delivery of truth. Our work
information. I participated in two
deepens the understanding of our
events in the series that examined the
humanity, and with our partners and
nature of truth, perspective and relativism. With ethicist
incredibly talented staff, we will continue to unearth the
Danielle Allen and political realist Theodore R. Johnson, we
stories of Florida that inspire, move and resonate.

Nashid Madyun
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Letter from the Former Secretary of State

A Culture of Reading
Florida embraces literary and libraries.
By The Honorable Laurel M. Lee

A

t the Florida Department
of State, we recognize the
transformative power of the
written word. That’s why we are proud
to serve as a resource for Florida’s
public libraries and other institutions
that promote a culture of reading. As we
celebrate the 2021 Florida Book Awards
authors and our love of books, I want to
remind Floridians of the great services
and resources that libraries provide for
all members of our communities.
As Secretary of State, one of my
responsibilities is to advocate for the
551 public libraries across Florida. The
Division of Library and Information
Services (DLIS), led by State Librarian
Amy Johnson (find her interview on
p. 30), plays a significant role in their
development and operation.
Libraries are community
cornerstones that have become more
essential over the years. We initiated
the Florida Libraries As… campaign
to ensure Florida libraries are
recognized for all the vital roles they
fulfill in their communities.
As gateways to technology, libraries
have been reimagined as workforce
development centers, learning centers,
disaster response centers, small business
incubators, community memory
repositories and spaces for intellectual
and personal enrichment. They serve as
the setting for many civic services that
include voter registration, early voting,
citizenship classes and e-government
access points.
Today’s libraries are more than
repositories for books and information.
They are centers for community
engagement. At DLIS, we are connection
creators that assist and encourage
libraries to build partnerships with local
entities. Local partnerships have resulted
in enriching educational experiences and

F L O R I D A H U M A N I T I E S . O R G

EDITOR’S NOTE: As of press time,
Laurel Lee resigned as Secretary of
State. To acknowledge her support
of the humanities and service to
our state, we are publishing her last
column, which she contributed to
FORUM during her tenure.

have made the library a more welcoming
space for all.
While we help public libraries serve
their communities, we also directly serve
the informational needs of all Floridians
and Florida visitors through the State
Library and the State Archives of Florida.
Located in Tallahassee, the State Library
and State Archives of Florida hold more
than 700,000 books and close to 50,000
cubic feet of historical documents.
With assistance from our helpful
staff, people from state lawmakers to
documentary researchers use the State
Library and State Archives collections to
request information, conduct research
or access documents that can’t be found
anywhere else.
Many of these items can be seen up
close only in Tallahassee, but every day
our digitized collection grows larger. You
can see our most popular collections of
manuscripts, documents, photographs
and maps from anywhere in the world
by visiting FloridaMemory.org. You can
learn more about the State Library and
the State Archives collections at info.
florida.gov.

Last December, we partnered with
the Florida Department of Corrections
and the Florida Department of
Children and Families to hold the
very first holiday book drive to benefit
the libraries in Florida’s correctional
facilities throughout the state and the
library at the Florida State Hospital in
Chattahoochee.
Between December 2021 and
February 2022, the State Library
collected 5,300 reading materials. These
pre-loved books are going to expand
access to education and will provide an
additional enrichment activity as part
of the rehabilitation process.
Books can open the world for a
young person or help someone else see
the world in a new light. That’s why the
Florida Department of State remains
fully committed to supporting our
public libraries so that the materials,
services and programs our libraries
provide will continue to change
Floridians’ lives for the better. For
more information about the Division
of Library and Information Services
and Florida’s amazing public libraries,
please visit dos.myflorida.com.
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Letter from the Editor
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W

hen it comes to parenting, few rituals are more sacred
than the bedtime story, which is why I was startled when
my daughter-in-law Mara told me she’d downloaded a
new app that was reading books to her 8-year-old son Ollie every
night. Ollie, a night owl since birth, stays on high alert until way past
10 p.m., and for years an exhausted Mara, after getting her two
other boys to bed, has struggled to stay awake as she reads him
book after book until his big brown eyes finally flutter and close. I
could understand the app’s appeal, but still—a robot reading stories
to my precious grandson?
As it turns out, Mara had
hit on a brilliant solution.
Now, after she tucks Ollie
in and begins to doze at
his bedside, he selects one
book after another, usually
nonfiction, avidly listening to
topics from U.S. presidents
and China to bats and
segregation. At the end of each
book, he takes the app’s quiz
on what he’s read, occasionally
waking up Mara to check on
an answer.
I’ve been thinking about
Ollie as we worked on this issue, with its “Florida Reads”
section about the Florida Book award winners, libraries and
more. His method of consuming books may be new, but their
mesmerizing magic is timeless. Florida has an especially
rich literary tradition that reaches from long-ago tales from
Indigenous people to such giants of modern literature as Zora
Neale Hurston, Ernest Hemingway, Jack Kerouac, John D.
MacDonald and others. That tradition is only getting richer,
as you’ll see in our interviews with four book award winners.
Asked about their favorite contemporary Florida authors,
they rattled off one name after another, inspiring me to add
to my must-read list.
I needed that inspiration. At a time when so many of us
(and that includes me), can lose hours trapped in our dark
and divisive news feeds or speeding through the photos
and fulminations of Facebook “friends” we barely know, it’s
worth remembering the expansive power of books. While
doom-scrolling leaves us depressed and depleted, books
enlarge and elevate, introducing us to new characters, places
and ideas that become cherished parts of our life. This issue
(and Ollie) made me vow to disconnect from the urgent
appeal of those ever-refreshing screens and dive into the best
of Florida literature. I hope it does the same for you.

PHOTO BY GIGI ORTWEIN

2022 Board of Directors

COURTESY OF VISIT FLORIDA

Humanities LIVE

Florida Humanities helps fund the projects and programs featured in
Humanities Live. Learn more at FloridaHumanities.org.

A mural at the Little Haiti Cultural Center, one of many stops on the “Miami: Little Haiti” tour on the Florida Stories Walking Tours app.

A Walk Through History

Our free Florida Stories app offers walking tours across the state.

P

lanning a Florida road trip this summer? Let Florida
Stories be your guide! The free Florida Stories Walking
Tours app developed by Florida Humanities offers 36
tours, from Key West to Fernandina Beach to Pensacola.

Each tour is an hour long with at least 10 stops and three to six
minutes of narration at each stop. Historical photos enhance the
experience. The Florida Stories’ walking tours allow you to delve

behind the scenes of your favorite Florida towns to learn more
about their history, culture, and architecture. You can discover the
uniqueness of Florida at your own pace and on your own schedule.
Each walking tour is GPS-enabled and includes narration.
The free walking tour app can be downloaded for all iOS and
Android devices at FLStories.org.

Another Year in the Books: Florida Humanities’ 2021 Annual Report
In 2021, the world settled into
the new realities of daily living with a
pandemic. As museums, libraries and
other cultural institutions throughout
the state reopened, Florida
Humanities continued supporting
their programming.
Whether it was a virtual panel
discussion, a documentary or an art
exhibit, all of the programs embodied

F L O R I D A H U M A N I T I E S . O R G

our mission to preserve, promote and
share the history, literature, culture and
personal stories that offer Floridians
a better understanding of themselves,
their communities and their state.
In all, Florida Humanities provided
nearly $500,000 in funding to 127
Florida cultural organizations during
the Nov. 1, 2020 to October 31, 2021
fiscal year. That included our inaugural

“Broadcasting Hope” grants for
public media outlets and supporting
public programs on the environment,
civic engagement and marginalized
communities.
Learn about the work and impact
of Florida Humanities by reviewing
the annual report on our website,
FloridaHumanities.org.
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Humanities LIVE

Florida Humanities helps fund the projects and programs featured in
Humanities Live. Learn more at FloridaHumanities.org.

Explore the Humanities in
Your Community

From women authors to silent films, Community Project Grants provide insight
into the Sunshine State.

I

n communities across Florida,
humanities-rich programming is
making a lasting impact in the hearts
and minds of residents and visitors
alike. As the statewide affiliate of the
National Endowment for the Humanities,
Florida Humanities is proud to partner
with local communities to support highquality public programming that celebrates
Florida’s rich and diverse history and
people who call our state home.
The following funded programs
represent $116,000 in Community Project
Grants awarded by Florida Humanities to 17
cultural organizations in December 2021
and March 2022.

Apply for up to $10,000
through Community
Project Grants
Looking to make an impact in your
community? Florida Humanities’ Community
Project Grants competitively award up
to $10,000 in funding to support public
humanities programming.
At their core, these grants seek to
preserve Florida’s diverse history and
heritage, promote civic engagement
and community dialogue and provide
communities the opportunity to reflect on
the Sunshine State.
Eligible organizations should read the
guidelines, and sign up for an informational
webinar or watch a free recorded webinar
online.

F O R U M

March 2022 Awards

African American Cultural Society
(Flagler) 2022 Lead-off Exhibition: A Place
for All People—$5,000

Aluna Art Foundation (Miami-Dade)
Miami Textile Biannual–Public
Programming—$6,700

Escuela de Bomba y Plena Tata Cepeda
(Osceola) African Influences in the
Caribbean—$5,000

Florida Press Educational Services
(Leon) Genocide in the 20th and 21st
Centuries: Historical and Cultural
Perspectives—$8,500

Flagler College (Saint Johns) Magic,
Mirth and Mortality: Musings on Black
Motherhood—$5,000
Florida Historic Capitol Foundation (Leon)
Rendezvous with Destiny: Florida and World
War II Exhibit Programming—$5,000
Friends of James Weldon Johnson Park
(Duval) JWJ’s Hip Hop Festival: Lifting
Duval’s Legendary Voices—$5,000
Kashi Church Foundation (Indian River)
Visibility & Voices: The Histories of Indian
River County—$5,000
Norman Studios Silent Film Museum
(Duval) Finding Their Voices: The
Representation of African American Women
in Silent Film—$5,000
Open Scene (Orange) Voices—Raquel
—$5,000
Strength in Numbers/ Power in
Connection (Miami-Dade) Women
Authors Across Cultures: Where Are We
Going?—$5,000

Friends of the Florida Maritime Museum
(Manatee) Stories from the Gulf Coast
Commercial Fishing Industry in Cortez:
Environmental Changes—$10,000
Gulfport Public Library (Pinellas)
Gulfport Library LGBTQ Resource Center
Speaker Series (SpeakOut)—$10,000
Miami Foundation (Miami-Dade) 10
Days of Connection 2022—$10,000
Military Heritage Museum (Charlotte)
Why We Still Serve. Veteran Storytellers
of the Military Heritage Museum—$7,000
Southside Redevelopment Advisory
Council (Leon) Soul of Southside Arts
and Humanities Festival—$10,000
Sulphur Springs Museum and Heritage
Center (Hillsborough) Living While Black
in Jim Crow Florida—$8,800

Soundbite

Learn more at
floridahumanities.org/
grants

The whole weird Florida thing bothers me. And all
the Florida Man jokes bother me, too. I can’t deny
Florida has a lot of weird things going on, but a lot of
other states do, too. I hope these interviews can act
as an antidote to some of the weird Florida stuff that’s
popular on social media.

Questions?
Please contact Grants
Director Lindsey
Morrison at lmorrison@
flahum.org.

—Art Levy, discussing his book Made in Florida:
Artists, Celebrities, Activists, Educators, and Other
Icons in the Sunshine State, during a recent Florida
Talks program

Community Project Grants are awarded four
times a year. The next two deadlines are July
20 and October 12 at noon.
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Roll Call

“What’s your favorite Florida getaway?”
The Florida Humanities Board of Directors is comprised of members who span across our large and varied state, bringing an
impressive range of expertise and experience to our organization. We asked our seven newest members to share their Florida
knowledge by telling us about their favorite in-state getaway or place.

Kerry Edwards (Naples)

CFO, Valley Ranch Partners
“I started going to Marco Island
when I was 8 years old. The
beach was amazing, but over the
years I learned so much about the
history of Marco Island, Goodland
and Everglades City.”

Alex Hamrick (Orlando)

Private banker, J.P. Morgan Private
Bank; lead At Large Member, 9th
Circuit, Florida Bar

“I really enjoy The Atlantic/Gulf.
I have fond memories of sailing
around the state from Cocoa to
St. Petersburg with just my mom
when I was 9.”

Jordan Marlowe (Newberry)

Mayor, City of Newberry; recipient
of the Presidential Lifetime
Achievement Award
“Cedar Key has a cool, oldFlorida vibe, paired with
excellent seafood and a great
music scene. It’s a native
classic.”

Matt Hudson (Naples)

Vice president Hope
Healthcare and
executive director
of the Florida PACE
Providers Association;
former Florida state
representative and House
speaker pro tempore
“St. Augustine has been a
favorite getaway for our family
for many years. The rich history of the
discovery of our state is embodied there.
I have many fond memories of enjoying
the Castillo de San Marcos as a child and
with my kids.”

Susan Towler (Jacksonville)

Executive director, Corporate
Social Responsibility,
Florida Blue Foundation
“I love any North Florida
state park that has gardens,
springs and manatees. Being
a 7th-generation Floridian,
I appreciate the undeveloped
and wild areas of Florida.
These peaceful places remind me of
childhood vacations and boating trips with
my family. I fear that our natural places are
disappearing at a rapid rate, and I want to
enjoy them while they are still pristine.”

Steve Goldman (Winter Park)

Retired pioneer in computer
industry; co-founder of the
National Young Composers
Challenge

“My family moved to Winter
Park in 1956, which is still one
of the most charming areas in
Florida. I serve as chair of the
Winter Park Land Trust, founded in
2017 to expand our urban parks and forever
protect that charm.”

F L O R I D A H U M A N I T I E S . O R G

Randy Noles (Winter Park)

CEO, Winter Park Publishing
Company, publisher of Winter Park
and other magazines
“My favorite is Winter Park
in Central Florida, because of
its profusion of museums and
intriguing history. Also, I enjoy
exploring small historic towns,
especially in rural areas.”

S U M M E R
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Humanities LIVE

Florida Humanities helps fund the projects and programs featured in
Humanities Live. Learn more at FloridaHumanities.org.

Dancers at the hip hop festival at James Weldon Johnson Park.

PHOTOS BY TONI SMAILAGIC

Hip Hop Power
A Jacksonville festival celebrates the musical genre’s love of Black culture
and fight against racial injustice.
By Janet Scherberger

H

ip hop culture—from rap
to dance and graffiti—took
center stage at a recent Black
History Month celebration
in Jacksonville titled “Lifting Duval’s
Legendary Voices.”
The event was supported by a $5,000
Community Project Grant from Florida
Humanities at the city’s James Weldon
Johnson Park.
“We wanted to do something a little
bit different this year for Black History

10
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Month,” says Liz McCoy, executive director
of the Friends of James Weldon Johnson
Park. “We’ve watched hip hop become part
of history as well as present day culture.
So we decided to highlight hip hop and
talk about how it’s a language, a way to tell
stories. It’s not just a music genre. It’s a
lifestyle and culture.”
At the festival, Dr. Melissa Hargrove, a
cultural anthropologist and former University
of North Florida professor who teaches at
American University in Washington, D.C., led a

panel discussion with hip hop artists and area
business owners.
At UNF, Hargrove became involved in the
Duval County hip hop community in 2010,
calling on its expertise to develop a Hip Hop
Studies minor at UNF.
“Close to 1,000 students were exposed
to hip hop as a cultural resistance strategy,”
Hargrove told the crowd gathered at the park
for the festival. “The broader journey has
had an enormous impact on me as a scholar
activist, but more so as a human being. I can

say without a doubt that hip hop culture
is one of the most beneficial lenses for
documenting racism and the lived experience
of that.”
Panelist Qualaam Waters, a former hip hop
artist who owns All Pro Recording Studios
in Jacksonville, says the culture he identifies
most closely with is hip hop.
“The culture spans so many generations
because the DJs are pulling records from the
’70s and the producers are pulling sounds
from the ’70s,” he says. “I’ve had people come
to me and talk about how sampling is a bad
thing. How is it a bad thing when it’s helping
to bring back the names of the past? Earth,
Wind and Fire; James Brown and Bob James,
to name a few.”
Hip hop, he says, gives young Black people
a creative outlet that they don’t find at school.
“This culture allows our kids to express
what they feel in words and dance and
poetry and all these things that are Afrocentric,” he says.
The significance of holding the festival at
this particular park was not lost on McCoy.
Previously called Hemming Park, it was named
for Charles Hemming, who donated a statue
of a Confederate soldier to the park. But in
2019, the statue was removed. In 2020, the
Jacksonville City Council voted to rename
the park after James Weldon Johnson, a
Jacksonville native who in 1900 penned “Lift
Every Voice and Sing,” now known as the
Black national anthem.
“He was at one time the head of the
NAACP and he used his song ‘Lift Every
Voice and Sing’ as a battle cry in the 1920s
to fight for Black voting rights and against
gerrymandering,” she says. “That’s really no
different than a hip hop artist in the late ’80s
and ‘90s fighting against oppression.”

L.O.V.E. Culture, above, and Freestyle Expressions, below, perform at the festival.

What’s Inspiring Me

The Sum of Us: What Racism Costs Everyone and How We Can Prosper
Together by Heather McGee. I have bought this book for so many
people. It is the antidote to culture-war politics. It lays out how this
zero-sum thinking, that anyone else’s gain is to my detriment, is
destroying our democracy, and the dividends we will all receive if we
lift each other up.
—Nadine Smith, executive director of Equality Florida and one of
TIME Magazine’s 100 Most Influential People of 2022
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Musings on Motherhood
Art, words and grim statistics explore the joy and pain of Black mothers.
By Janet Scherberger

A

new mother’s heartbreak and
triumph provided a springboard
for an examination of health
care inequities in “Magic,
Mirth, and Mortality: Musings on Black
Motherhood,” presented by the Crisp-Ellert
Art Museum and Flagler College in April.

“Musings on Black Motherhood” started
as a series of social media posts by writer,
curator, wife and mother Shawana Brooks
during her pregnancy and the premature
birth of her son Roosevelt.
In “Musings on Black Motherhood,” her
writings were exhibited alongside artwork

by Cheryl McCain, Marsha Hatcher, and
Tatiana Kitchen. Local and national statistics
on infant and maternal mortality rates
incorporated into the exhibit demonstrate
healthcare access inequities, drawing
attention to the institutional bias that Black
women often face. One sobering statistic:
Black infants in America are now more than
twice as likely to die as white infants, a racial
disparity that is actually wider than in 1850, 15
years before the end of slavery. The exhibit
and related programming were supported in
part by a $5,000 Community Project Grant
from Florida Humanities.
Originally organized by Hope McMath
at Yellow House in Jacksonville, “Magic,
Mirth, and Mortality” was shut down
because of the pandemic and had only a
limited public viewing in 2020. With the
original exhibition as a starting point, this
iteration was expanded to include material
that reflects St. Augustine and St. Johns
counties unique history.
In conjunction with the exhibit, panel
discussions looked at Black maternal
health through a historical lens, as well as
representations of motherhood and BIPOC
women artists in literature and visual arts.
We talked to Shawana Brooks about how
the exhibit came to fruition.
Q: “Magic, Mirth and Mortality:
Musings on Black Motherhood” started
with you sharing the story of your son’s
premature birth on social media. How
did that turn into a collaboration with
this group of artists?
A: This story is a little bit magical. As I
shared my “Musings” online I kept hearing
from people that I should turn it into a book.
I started to group them together and fought
with my instinct to feature them linearly. Then
the curator inside me took it from there, and
I thought we would get more engagement if
we were to exhibit my words. Sort of like a
picture book come to life.
I sought out fellow curator Hope McMath
in Jacksonville, and told her of my idea for a

Sage Mother with Flame Boy by Tatiana Kitchen.
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Mother’s Arms by Cheryl McCain

Little Alchemist by Tatiana Kitchen

show. She loved it and we started together to
think of visual artists who would pair well with
the themes of my work. We selected these
three artists [McCain, Hatcher and Kitchen]
because their work had strong attachments
to motherhood. For the second iteration of
the exhibition, we included additional artists
in St. Augustine.
Q: The humanities can shine a light on
unique experiences so we can better
understand ourselves and each other.
What does this exhibit tell us about Black
motherhood?
A: It shares an experience that is not
often told. We don’t talk enough about

miscarriages, stillbiths or premature
births. “Magic, Mirth, and Mortality”
delves into those fears and the
fragility of that experience. The exhibit
also reflects on how racism and
stereotypes have pervaded the way
Black women receive treatment during
their pregnancies. When Black women
are put up to superhero status when it
comes to their pain, we are not often
there for them when they are breaking
or asking to be heard. As much as this
exhibit showcases both strength and
vulnerability, it asks nothing of Black
women more than their existence and
to be seen for their humanity.

Q. The humanities helps us find
commonalities despite different
backgrounds. What universal truths are
expressed in the exhibit?
A: Determination and resilience. If it
weren’t for resilience many more Black
women might not have made it through their
pregnancies. There is also joy, how happy
many mothers are to bring their children into
the world and instill in them the necessary
gifts to navigate life’s journey and get to selfsufficiency. And the biggest universal truth in
it all is that of a mother’s love. What wouldn’t
any mother do to bring their child into the
world safely? Every mother wants that.

Why We Give
It’s been said that the best way to learn the culture of a people is
through learning their language. We think a people’s culture is its own
language, often inexpressible in mere words. Florida Humanities has
provided an immersive pathway into the deep culture of our chosen
state—past and present. They continue to expand and deepen their
offerings to those seeking knowledge, insight and a true sense of who
we are—true Floridians.
—J.M. and Marge Gibbons, Largo, Florida
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Humanities LIVE

Florida Humanities helps fund the projects and programs featured in
Humanities Live. Learn more at FloridaHumanities.org.

Florida Center for the Book
As the new state affiliate, Florida Humanities will promote literacy and learning.
By April Myerscough

T

he Library of Congress in
late 2021 designated Florida
Humanities as the Florida Center
for the Book affiliate. Established
in 1977, the Center for the Book promotes
reading, libraries and literacy through
a collaboration between the Library of
Congress and affiliates in all 50 states and
U.S. territories. As a Center for the Book
affiliate, Florida Humanities will craft public
programming and funding to promote
literature and learning.
Among our first initiatives: contributing
titles to reading lists that will be unveiled in
conjunction with the National Book Festival in
Washington, D.C. in September. Here are our
choices for 2022:

Route 1 Reads:
Florida
by Lauren Groff

Route 1 Reads is
a yearly, road-trip
inspired reading list
featuring regional
literary luminaries
selected by 16

Center for the Book affiliates located along
Route 1, from Fort Kent, Maine, to Key West,
Florida. Florida, by celebrated Gainesville
author Lauren Groff, is a collection of short
stories that brings Florida’s wildlife and
people to life, spanning generations,
cities and time.

Read Across America:

Strange Birds: A Field Guide
to Ruffling Feathers
by Celia C. Perez
Read Across
America is a book
list for young
readers selected
by the Library of
Congress Center
for the Book
affiliates in each of
the 50 U.S. states.
The titles celebrate
each state’s literary
culture. Strange
Birds chronicles the summer of four misfit
girls who fight injustice in their scout troop in
a small Florida town.

Book Festival Funding
Opportunity
As a Center for the Book affiliate, Florida
Humanities is offering Book Festival Grants to
support public book festivals that celebrate
the joy of reading, cultivate interactions
between authors and readers and foster
appreciation of Florida’s literary landscape.
Learn more at
floridahumanities.org/
book-festival
Questions?
Please contact
Public Program
Coordinator
April Myerscough at
amyerscough@
flahum.org.

MORE BOOK NEWS:

Meet the winners of the 2021 Florida Book
Awards, including Lauren Groff, and learn
about the multitasking modern library in
Florida Reads, starting on page 23.

Everybody’s Talking

Our much-loved Florida Talks Speakers Bureau is getting bigger, better and easier to use.

A

s Florida Humanities approaches its 50th
anniversary in 2023, we’re refreshing one of our
longest-running public programs, Florida Talks.
This popular series has informed and engaged
thousands of attendees on Florida subjects from prehistoric
creatures and freshwater springs to the Seminole Wars, early
naturalists, visiting presidents, yellow fever, voting rights and
the mermaids of Weeki Wachee—to name just a few. With
new speakers, new programs and new topics, our directory
of 33 outstanding scholars, experts, authors, and storytellers
includes more than 60 presentations celebrating Florida’s
history, heritage and culture.
And an all-new application process prioritizes flexibility and
accessibility so organizations can access funding and host a
Florida Talks speaker to expand their humanities programming,
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launch new initiatives or delve into public humanities programming for
the first time. Typically free and open to the public, Florida Talks programs
run year-round virtually and in person. Program topics include
•
•
•
•
•

Arts, music and literature
Civil rights
Florida’s environment
Florida’s people and places
Heritage and culture

•
•
•
•

Military and political history
Native American history
Prehistory and archaeology
Storytelling and folklore.

Interested in attending a Florida Talks program? Check out our
online event calendar to find an online or in-person event near
you. Info: floridahumanities.org/events
Applications for nonprofits to host a Florida Talks program
for summer 2022 are now open. Info: floridahumanities/
florida-talks

Pages from History
Art panels in the Outdoor Family Reading Room tell Bradenton’s story.
By Janet Scherberger

C is for Crate Mill to recognize the local manufacturing
that was so vital to the citrus industry.
F is for Freedom Seekers in honor of the Angola
community that settled on that very spot to escape
slavery in the 17th to 19th centuries.
R is for Railroad, celebrating Solomon Williams, Florida’s
first Black train conductor.

I

n 2019, when city officials started planning to expand
Bradenton’s 1.5-mile Riverwalk, they turned to citizens to
determine what features to include in the newest part of a
park that has become one of the city’s most beloved assets
since it opened 10 years ago.
“Based on Realize Bradenton’s listening sessions and a survey
conducted by the Center for Active Design, we learned how much
people valued public art. They also were very interested in local
history,” says Andrea Knies, director of community engagement for
Realize Bradenton, a nonprofit that works to promote economic
growth and civic engagement in downtown Bradenton.
“They wanted to know more, and they wanted children to
know more.”
Inspired by the listening sessions, Realize Bradenton
published Old Manatee A to Z, a children’s book that uses
the letters of the alphabet to tell the story of Bradenton’s
history and natural environment.
The listening sessions also revealed people wanted
more information about Manatee Mineral Springs, a
historically significant water body and the end point of the
Riverwalk extension.
Those ideas come together in the Outdoor Family
Reading Room on the Riverwalk, which will feature six pages
of the book Old Manatee A to Z as large art panels.
“Community members wanted the area’s history
represented, and that coincided with the idea of a reading
room and us creating this book,” Knies says. “It’s a way for
us to combine literacy and history.”
Here are some examples of how the panels tie local
history to letters of the alphabet:

F L O R I D A H U M A N I T I E S . O R G

S is for Spring, a nod to the springs located just steps away.
To complement the panels, Manatee County Libraries will
manage a Little Library in the Reading Room that will include
copies of Old Manatee A to Z.
A grand opening celebration, funded in part by
a $4,700 Community Project Grant from Florida
Humanities, is set for fall. Events will include a presentation
from Old Manatee author Ryan G. Van Cleave and and a
panel discussion on Angola.
Two historic venues near the park will be open during the event:
“Reflections of Manatee” is an exhibit about the archaeological dig of
the community of Angola, and Manatee Village Historical Park is home
to the train engine that Williams conducted.
Knies says exploring the humanities through literature, art, culture
and history is a perfect way to chart a course for Bradenton’s future.
“At Realize Bradenton we like to use this phrase that comes from a
song that a local band wrote—‘we’re writing this city’s future history,’ ”
Knies says. “And it’s important to know where you came from to know
where we’re going. The humanities offers that insight.”
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Oral HISTORY

Running toward the Sun

Tribal elder Betty Mae Jumper recounts how in 1837, two young Seminoles
escaped from the Trail of Tears.

I

n 1830, the United States began rounding up all Southeastern
Indians east of the Mississippi River and marching them to what
had been declared Indian Territory in present-day Oklahoma.
Many perished on the grueling journey, which became known
as the Trail of Tears. Only the Florida Seminoles offered armed
resistance, setting off the Second Seminole War (1835–1842).
In 1837, when a short-lived treaty led to a brief truce, members
of the Snake clan made camp near what is now Jupiter, Florida,
and began to resume their normal lives. In this excerpt from her
autobiography, A Seminole Legend, Betty Mae Jumper (1923–2011),
a beloved storyteller and the first female chief of the Seminole
Tribe of Florida, tells what happened next.

PHOTO: PETER B. GALLAGHER

Everyone was saying it was peace
at last. The soldiers quit chasing the
Seminoles and promised to leave
them alone. The Indians began to
settle down and plant things. But one
day when most of the men were out
hunting, soldiers surrounded [the
Snake clan’s] camp, mostly old men,
women and children. Some were lucky enough to run away and
ran to other camps to warn them. The captives were made to walk
to the west. The people were told, “The soldiers are going to put
you in big boats and send you across the big water where you will
never come back.” They were made to get on the boat, and they
sailed off. Finally, the boat landed [perhaps in North Florida or as
far away as Louisiana]. The captives were marched to a big cage
that had been made for them until they were forced to walk again.

Jumper with her grandson Jorge in 2006.
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In that pen, Great-Great-Great Grandmother grew
worried. She and her oldest daughter were raped, and the
soldiers had begun using the younger women. She became
consumed with a plan to help her two youngest daughters
escape. She dug a hole under the fence and sat on it all day
so the soldiers wouldn’t see. That night she pushed the two
youngest daughters through the hole.
She had told them to run straight to the deep creek nearby,
which ran east and west: “Get in and swim toward the east
quietly.” She told them to put leaves over their heads and to
drift by the place where the lookout soldier was standing.
Paleface was on the bank, but he never saw them pass by,
because as soon as she saw the girls disappear into darkness,
she started singing loud. The other Indians joined her, making
all the soldiers turn to look at them. By this time, the girls had
started to swim toward the bank on the south side. They knew
the singing was a sign to get out and run.

The girls traveled night and day,
trying to get back to their father
and brothers. At times they were
so tired they fell down and slept.
That first night, they ran most of the way, and by morning
they were miles away. With sunup they rejoiced, as the sun
came up on their left side and the girls knew they were going
in the right direction.
Throughout the wilderness, the girls traveled night and
day, trying to get back to their father and brothers. At times
they were so tired they fell down and slept. Cuts and scratches
on their bodies did not slow them down. They hoped they
wouldn’t happen on wild animals, but at an early age they had
been taught to avoid such dangers. They could climb tall trees
and hide or jump in a river, and they carried a hard wood stick
to hit them with.
They found small land and water turtles, which they
roasted on a small fire made in a pit in the ground. They
cooked in the middle of the day, so no one would see the
smoke. Then they covered the fire and put dead leaves over
the ground. Everything else they buried so nothing would give
them away should soldiers be about. As a result, they did not
cook much but lived on wild berries, fruits and palm cabbage.
The cabbage they pulled from the center of the plant, the
heart, where it is soft and delicious. Sometimes they found a
pond where the water was low and they could catch enough
fish to make a meal.

PHOTO BY KEN COLYAR /THE FORT LAUDERDALE FREE PRESS.

Jumper, at left, at the age of 15 with one of her cousins.

When they had to cross a wide or swift river, they hunted
for logs that would float. They would hang on and paddle across.
Nighttime, when they lay down to sleep, was the worst time.
They couldn’t help but wonder how their mother and sister were.
They cried when they thought of the suffering of their older
sister, who had been raped so much she could hardly walk. The
girls envisioned their mother carrying her. They could only hope
they were dead. It hurt them to think that way but they knew
their mother and sister would then be at peace. They recalled
their mother saying, “Just look ahead and don’t look back or turn
back. Keep running toward the sun until you see your brothers
and father.” The girls had never disobeyed their mother, but this
request was the hardest to obey as they would never see her again.
Their abused sister had told them, “Go like Mother says and
don’t stop. See me. The soldiers will start on you two next. They
have no pity on anyone, young or old. They are like wild beasts.

F L O R I D A H U M A N I T I E S . O R G

They laugh and kick you around while
raping you and make a big joke of it
in front of others. They drive us like
cows. You have seen when older people
get too sick or too tired to walk. They
fall. They get whipped and are made
to get up. If they are too helpless to
get up and walk the soldiers shoot
them. If babies cry too much, the
soldiers throw them into a creek or
hit them against a rock to kill them.
Every Indian that lives through this
sorrowful march can never live in
peace again. Leave! Run for your lives!
You’ll be free!”
[One day], they saw a chickee. They
saw pigs roaming around the camp but
no people. Maybe they were chased
off. The girls found dried meat and
built a little fire and roasted it. They
had been hungry for so long. They
took some clothes, which they needed
badly, from the chickees. But the pigs
were following them around, and they
knew that the pigs would give away
their presence if they needed to hide.
To distract the pigs, they pulled down
a bag of corn and ran into the woods,
where they slept hard. The sun was up
high before they awoke and ran on.
The sun was going down when
they heard someone yelling in the
distance. They climbed a big oak tree
and lay against a branch and slept. The
next morning, they heard the voices
of people talking. They approached
cautiously and made their way into
the camp. A man came to talk to them
and found out that they were Mikasuki
girls. The man said he had seen their
father and brothers on the south side
of Lake Okeechobee a few days before.
The girls had been gone two months. The people couldn’t
believe that the Snake girls had been able to make it home after
being taken so far away. [After young men from the camp took
them on a three-day journey] they
found their father and brothers. The
girls cried and told their sad story and
the camp mourned.
This is a true story told to me by
my grandmother. Mary Tustenuggee
Tiger. Because of these brave sisters,
the Snake Clan did not disappear.
Excerpted from A Seminole Legend: The Life of Betty Mae Tiger Jumper by
Betty Mae Tiger Jumper and Patsy West. Gainesville: University Press of
Florida, 2001. Reprinted with permission of the University Press of Florida.
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Florida SEEN

Into the Wild

Images from a father and son’s Southwest Florida explorations in the early 1900s.

PHOTOS COURTESY OF DIMOCK, JULIAN A., AMNH RESEARCH LIBRARY

Photography by Julian A. Dimock, text by Pam Daniel

Thunderous clouds build over the Ten Thousand Islands in August 1908.

A

t the beginning of the 20th century, South Florida
was remote and sparsely settled. Only 10,000
people, including Anglos and Seminoles, lived in the
region between Lake Okeechobee and the southern coast
of the state. Below the tiny frontier town of Fort Myers
stretched a vast wilderness, including Big Cypress Swamp,
the Everglades and the Ten Thousand Islands, an infinity
of small mangrove islands edging Florida Bay. Unknown,
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uncomfortable, and sometimes dangerous, the region
seemed unlikely to attract a pair of sophisticated New York
financial executives.
Yet in spring of 1904, father and son financiers A.W. and
Julian Dimock decided to explore Southwest Florida and made the
arduous journey from Manhattan to Marco Island by steamboat,
train and mail boat. They fell in love with what they discovered.

The Dimocks’ 37-foot houseboat, the Irene, in calm Gulf waters in 1906, during a five-month trip exploring the Ten Thousand Islands.

A worker boils down sugar cane to make syrup at Henderson Creek in
Rookery Bay in February 1905.
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A.W. moves in for a close-up of a pair of young blue herons at the
Harney River in May 1906.
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Florida SEEN continued

Julian often photographed Southwest Florida settlers, including the R.W. Cox family aboard their canoe in 1910.

Over the next 10 years, the Dimocks made 10 forays into the
Florida wild, sailing along the coast on their houseboat, Irene,
which towed small boats they used to explore inland rivers,
swamps and Seminole settlements, camping out for weeks at a
time. Some of their trips took place during the stifling summers,

when dark clouds of biting mosquitoes would descend at dusk.
Undeterred by hardships and misadventures, the two pronounced
the region a land of “enchantments,” with Julian taking
photographs that were featured in articles his father wrote for
well-known Northern magazines.

A.W. moves in for a close-up of a pair of young blue herons at the
Harney River in May 1906.
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During a 52-day expedition in 1908, the Dimocks caught 334 tarpon, and Julian mastered the art of photographing the fish in mid-leap. This photo,
taken off Boca Grande, appeared on the cover of A.W.’s Book of the Tarpon.

By the end of their last trip, Julian had some 2,000
photographs, all on glass negatives. These striking images
capture the dramatic landscapes they explored as well
as the settlers and creatures they encountered. After
the Dimocks died, Julian’s negatives ended up at New
York’s American Museum of Natural History, where they
were filed away and largely forgotten. In 1978, the late
Nina Root, director of the museum’s research library,
came across them. Root went on to write articles and
several books about the Dimocks’ explorations, including,
with co-author Jerald T. Milanich, Enchantments, Julian
Dimock’s Photographs of Southwest Florida, from which the
images on these pages are taken.

Photographs courtesy of the Research Library, American
Museum of Natural History, New York City. Enchantments,
Julian Dimock’s Photographs of Southwest Florida, by Jerald
T. Milanich and Nina J. Root, can be ordered from University
Press of Florida.
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Exploring the tangled mangrove “thickets,” as they called them, along Marco Island
in June 1904.
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TREASURE

Lost Horizons

I

n 1933, a young artist named Earl
LaPan left New Jersey to look for
work in South Florida. He arrived at
the right time. Although a catastrophic
hurricane had blown apart Miami’s mid’20s real estate boom in 1926, tourism
was beginning to recover.

Miami Beach was an especially
popular destination, thanks to the
city’s aggressive publicity campaigns,
which lured freezing Northerners
with images of sunbathing beauties
and slogans such as “Miami Beach,
Where Summer Spends the Winter.”
Throughout the area that’s now known
as the Art Deco historic district, small
stucco hotels and rooming houses were
rising. LaPan persuaded many owners
to commission murals for their lobbies.
He would move into the hotel and
plunge into painting, often putting in
a series of 16-hour days, then pack up
and move on to the next job.
Over the next two decades, LaPan
created some 300 murals for hotels
and other buildings in South Florida.
Painted in dreamy pastel shades, the
murals depicted tropical scenes of
graceful wading birds, shimmering
water and sinuous, moss-laden trees. To
the sunburned Northerners sipping hotpink drinks in the lobby bar, they must
have seemed like the perfect backdrop
to their warm and exotic holiday.
By the 1980s, however, LaPan’s
creations had been largely forgotten.
Those that remained, usually
in rundown hotels, were mostly
dismissed as cheesy remnants of an
unsophisticated time. But the revival
of the Art Deco district brought fresh
A 1977 chess game before a LaPan mural in the former Arlington Hotel at Fourth Street and Ocean Drive
interest to the murals. In 1988, district
on Miami Beach.
preservationist Barbara Baer Capitman
acknowledged the new respect for
original glory. But few remain. In addition to the Hotel Victor,
LaPan, saying, “His name has become a byword for
there are murals at the Arlington Hotel and the Shore Club Hotel,
Art Deco murals.”
and there may be a few in private buildings. If you’d like to see one
The hotels that still had murals began to pay attention
in person, don’t wait. Like so many other remnants of Old Florida,
to them. Around 2000, the Hotel Victor even hired an art
those iconic, idyllic murals are a vanishing species.
conservator to restore its mural of an Everglades scene to its
—Pam Daniel
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PHOTO BY GARY MONROE

The vanishing Art Deco murals of Earl LaPan.

F LOR IDA R E A DS
Winners of the 2021 Florida Book Awards, the multi-tasking
modern library and more.

State of their Art

Colette Bancroft interviews four Florida Book Award Winners.

F

lorida has long been an inspiration to writers, from William
Bartram describing his encounter with alligators in 1774 to
Zora Neale Hurston writing her indelible description of a
hurricane in 1937 to Carl Hiaasen sending a squad of pythons to
Palm Beach in 2020.

Each year the Florida Book Awards, founded in 2006, honor
the state’s wide array of writers, naming winning books in 11
categories. The 2021 winners—26 books in 10 categories—were
announced in March.
The judges may award up to three medals (gold, silver,
bronze) in each category. Eligible authors must be Florida
residents, except in the nonfiction and visual arts categories,
where the subject matter must focus on Florida.
The awards program is coordinated by the Florida State
University Libraries and co-sponsored by the State Library and
Archives of Florida, Florida Humanities, Florida Literary Arts
Coalition, Florida Library Association, Friends of the Florida
State University Libraries, Florida Writers Association and the
Florida Chapter of Mystery Writers of America.
We interviewed four of the 2021 gold medalists about their
books and how Florida has influenced their writing.
Miami author Christina Diaz Gonzalez won the gold medal
for Older Children’s Literature for Concealed, a fast-paced thriller
about Katrina, a girl whose parents are in the witness protection
program. The book was also a finalist for the Edgar Award from
the Mystery Writers of America.
Lauren Groff, who lives in Gainesville, won the gold for
general fiction for her novel Matrix, the enthralling and surprising
story of the life of Marie de France, a 12th-century nun. Groff’s
2018 short story collection, Florida, won the Story Prize and was a
finalist for the National Book Award and the Kirkus Prize.
Gloria Munoz, a Colombian American writer who is on the
creative writing faculty of Eckerd College in St. Petersburg, won
the gold medal for poetry for Danzirly, a bilingual collection of
poems in English and Spanish. The book also won the Ambroggio
Prize of the Academy of American Poets.
Jason Vuic was the gold medal winner in the Florida
nonfiction category for his book The Swamp Peddlers: How Lot
Sellers, Land Scammers, and Retirees Built Modern Florida and
Transformed the American Dream. A Florida native who has
written several books about the state, author and historian Vuic
lives in Fort Worth, Texas.
We asked the four authors four questions. Here are
their answers.
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Lauren Groff, winner of the gold medal for general fiction for her novel Matrix.

As a writer living in Florida, how has the state
inspired your work?
Lauren Groff: I’ve lived in Florida for nearly 17 years now, longer
than I’ve ever lived anywhere else, and every book I’ve published
has been mostly written or edited in Florida. The state is so
deeply embedded in the DNA of my work that you couldn’t take
the Florida out of my fiction—it’s there, hot and bright and weird
under every line. I think the largest influence is that I’m always
exquisitely attuned to the animal body here—I’m physiologically
unable to handle such heat, humidity, and unending sunshine—
and my work benefits from always being a little at odds physically
with my surroundings.
Jason Vuic: I’m from the tiny Gulf Coast town of Punta Gorda
and was born and raised in Florida, but I left the state for college
over 30 years ago and have lived most of my life elsewhere. As an
academic married to an academic, you tend to follow the jobs. But
my family stayed; I visited year after year, and never quite left the
state mentally. Florida is where I’m from.
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I was—and am—quite proud of that. I was from a state
where 60 or 65 percent of residents were transplants, and I was
a native. And being a native was especially unique in Charlotte
County, where 1950s and ’60s-era communities like Port Charlotte
attracted tens of thousands of Northerners, who changed the
culture of the area, for better or worse, forevermore. That
fault line between the “Old Florida” and the “New” always
intrigued me. I grew up in a 100-year-old Victorian house on
a brick street leading to a 100-year-old park on the water, but
across from me was Port Charlotte, a retiree suburb with no
sidewalks or downtown, which had the cookie-cutter appeal of
Levittown. This, to me, was Florida: fascinating, contradictory
and crazy.
Christina Diaz Gonzalez: Having been born in Perry, a small
town in the Florida Panhandle, and then moving to Miami when I
was a teen, I’ve been able to experience the different cultures and
communities our state offers, which has certainly influenced my
writing. Whether it is the setting or the characters, a little bit of
Florida seems to be in all my books.
Gloria Munoz: Florida is a complicated place to live. It makes the
headlines for all the wrong reasons. I find myself interested in
the tensions that exist within this enchanting and complex place
I call home. I am inspired most by the diasporic communities that
make this state vibrant, by local writers and art advocates, and
by the environmentalists and conservationists working to fight
the climate crisis. If we want Florida to continue to thrive and
progress, we must hold its future at the center of our minds.

Gloria Munoz, gold-medal winner for poetry for Danzirly.

What was the biggest challenge you faced in
writing your winning book?
Groff: Matrix is a book set in the 12th century, but I intended it to
be a single voice singing back and forth between the 12th century
and the 21st century, like a tuning fork hit and humming between
centuries. Finding that note and sustaining it was very hard.
Munoz: It was difficult to find a press that was willing to publish
the collection in both English and Spanish. I am beyond grateful
to have been selected for a national poetry prize, the Academy
of American Poets Ambroggio Book Award, for this reason. The
academy, along with the University of Arizona Press, found
bilingualism to be a strength in the book. I’m happy the book is
receiving more attention in Florida. This Florida Book Award is a
huge honor.

Jason Vuic, gold-medal winner for nonfiction for The Swamp Peddlers:
How Lot Sellers, Land Scammers and Retirees Built Modern Florida and
Transformed the American Dream.
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Vuic: The biggest challenge I faced was finding sources. I wrote
about land developers in Florida during the wild, grow-at-any-cost
era of the 1950s and ’60s, when companies, even big ones, often
skirted the law, and salesmen used high-pressure sales tactics
to dupe customers into buying lots. As I was writing, I found
myself wanting to ask a long-dead company president or sales
director: “What were you thinking? Didn’t it bother you that the
‘waterfront’ lot you sold to a retired bus driver from Poughkeepsie
was actually not waterfront but located on a drainage ditch with
no access to the Gulf?” Many of these companies were fly-bynight. They were fraudulent from the get-go, so what records they
did keep were probably tossed in a dumpster 50 years ago. I did
the best I could, relying on sworn testimony from state or federal
hearings and on the reporting of Florida journalists like Elizabeth
Whitney of the St. Petersburg Times and Morton Paulson of
the Daytona Beach News-Journal. They did incredible, though
oftentimes ignored, work.

Diaz Gonzalez: My biggest challenge in writing Concealed was
making sure that with so many twists and turns there was a
foundation for each one. I wanted there to be clues to the big
reveal that had been overlooked by the reader.

How have readers reacted to your winning book?
Groff: People tell me that they had practically zero interest in
reading about a bunch of 12th century nuns, but now they’re
deeply into medieval mystics and the Lais of Marie de France. I
feel gleeful about this.

Who is your favorite Florida author, or what is
your favorite Florida book?
Diaz Gonzalez: There are many Florida authors whose work I
love and admire, but one of my favorites is Carl Hiaasen.
Vuic: I’m a Craig Pittman fan. In my other books I have used
humor and snappy covers with catchy book titles to attract
readers (The Yucks!, a book on the early woeful Tampa Bay
Buccaneers being one), which is something Craig does with
aplomb. Oh, Florida!, Manatee Insanity, and so
forth. These titles draw the reader in, as does
his hilarious reporting on “Florida Man.” But
don’t let the laugh track fool you. He is a skilled
interpreter of Florida, an investigative reporter
by profession whose books and articles allow
readers to understand the state while laughing at
the same time. It’s a skill. Now, as for my favorite
Florida book… My poor budget notwithstanding,
I collect rare first editions, and my prize
possession is a 1946 American Folkways Series
first edition, with a beautiful intact cover, of
Stetson Kennedy’s Palmetto Country. I reread it
every couple of years or so and think it’s amazing.

Munoz: I recently spoke
with Pinellas County
middle school ESOL
teachers and students
about poetry, multilingual
writing and translation.
I believe that we, as a
state and as a country,
are becoming more
attuned to the role that
multilingualism plays in
our lives and education.
This effort is at the
center of my work as a
Munoz: I have many! Sheree L Greer, Sam
writer and academic, and
Obeid, Jaquira Díaz, Yuki Jackson, Eleanor
I’m working to build a
Eichenbaum, Nicole Caron, Tenea D. Johnson,
community and perhaps a
Helen Pruitt Wallace, Chelsea Catherine, Yuly
mentorship within writers
Restrepo, Maureen McDole, Brian Wedlake, Paul
and students who identify
Wilborn, Kristen Arnett, Sarah Gerard, Wally
with multiple cultures
B. Jennings, Gianna Russo, Sylvia Curbelo,
and languages, and all the
K.C. Wolfe, Kim Karalius, Peter Meinke,
spaces in between. Outside
Heather Sellers, Brian Petkash, Pedro El Poeta
of schools, I’ve had readers
… honestly the list goes on, but I’ll stop here.
engage with the work
We are incredibly fortunate to have so many
while touring and reading
marvelous writers in the area! And I recommend
Christina Diaz Gonzalez’ Concealed won the gold medal
virtually (and now in
a new favorite book, Phillippe Diederich’s
for older children’s literature.
person), and I’m always in
recently published Diamond Park, to everyone.
awe of the connections they make between the poems
Groff: I have so many favorites. Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings’
and their own lives.
The Yearling taught me how to love Florida when I was
Vuic: For a university press book on something as seemingly
struggling to do so at first. Zora Neale Hurston’s Their
mundane as land sales, the response had been pretty amazing. The
Eyes Were Watching God has stayed with me for 30 years.
Swamp Peddlers came out in August 2021, and we sold through the
Contemporary writers I’m crazy about include Laura van den
first print run in six weeks. We also produced an audio edition
Berg, Karen Russell, Dantiel W. Moniz, Kristen Arnett, Kelly
and have had good reviews in several national publications and
Link, Jack Davis, Cynthia Barnett, Patricia Engel, Edwidge
newspapers. I have done trade press books before for presses with
Danticat and on and on. The list could go on for days. Florida
money and publicists, so it’s especially gratifying to me, and a
is currently rich in literary talent.
credit to the hard work of my editor and the people of UNC Press,
to have a nonprofit academic press book do this well. Also, much
Colette Bancroft has been on the staff
of the book deals with land planning, so it’s our hope that The
of The Tampa Bay Times since 1997 and
Swamp Peddlers has some staying power as a required reading in
its book editor since 2007. She directs the
colleges of urban planning and the like. Fingers crossed.
annual Tampa Bay Times Festival of Reading
Diaz Gonzalez: One of the great joys of being a writer is when
readers tell me that they read the book and can see it in their head
like a movie. I love this type of reaction because when I write I see
the story unfold like a movie in my imagination.
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FLORIDA BOOK AWARDS 2021 Winners by Category
OLDER CHILDREN’S LITERATURE

YOUNGER CHILDREN’S LITERATURE

GOLD: Isabel and Her Colores Go to School
by Alexandra Alessandri

GOLD: Concealed by Christina Diaz Gonzalez

SILVER: Stompin’ at the Savoy: How Chick Webb
Became the King of Drums by Moira Rose Donohue

SILVER: Wild River by Rodman Philbrick

BRONZE: Stitch by Stitch: Cleve Jones and the AIDS
Memorial Quilt by Rob Sanders

BRONZE: Golden Gate by James Ponti

GENERAL NONFICTION

GOLD: Battle for the Big Top: P.T.
Barnum, James Bailey, John Ringling, and
the Death-Defying Saga of the American
Circus by Les Standiford
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SILVER: Race, Crime, and Policing in
the Jim Crow South: African Americans
and Law Enforcement in Birmingham,
Memphis, and New Orleans, 1920–1945
by Brandon T. Jett

BRONZE: The Princess Spy by Larry Loftis

FLORIDA NONFICTION

GOLD: The Swamp Peddlers: How Lot
Sellers, Land Scammers, and Retirees
Built Modern Florida and Transformed
the American Dream by Jason Vuic

SILVER: Father James Page: An Enslaved
Preacher’s Climb To Freedom
by Larry Eugene Rivers

GENERAL FICTION

BRONZE: The Nine Lives of Florida’s
Famous Key Marco Cat by Austin J. Bell

POETRY

GOLD: Matrix by Lauren Groff

SILVER: Infinite Country by Patricia Engel

BRONZE: Milk Blood Heat
by Dantiel W. Moniz

BRONZE: The Rock Eaters
by Brenda Peynado

GOLD: Danzirly by Gloria Muñoz

SILVER: Pine by Julia Koets

YOUNG ADULT

BRONZE: The Places That Hold
by John Davis Jr.
GOLD: ROXY by Neal Shusterman and Jarrod Shusterman
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FLORIDA BOOK AWARDS 2021 Winners by Category
SPANISH LANGUAGE

POPULAR FICTION

GOLD: The Archer’s Thread by Noel Zamot

SILVER: Blowback by Al Pessin

BRONZE: A Killer’s Daughter by Jenna Kernan

GOLD: Vacaciones sin hotel: Antología de autores
del Sur de la Florida by Hernán Vera Álvarez

SILVER: Etnia, raza y sexualidad en la dramaturgia femenina
hispano-caribeña en los Estados Unidos by Carmen Duarte

BRONZE: El reino de la infancia- Memorias
de mi vida en Cuba by Uva de Aragón

2021 GERALD ENSLEY AWARD FOR
DEVELOPING WRITERS RECIPIENT

VISUAL ARTS

Johnny Bell

GOLD: The Art of Birds: Grace and Motion in the Wild
by Jim Miller
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“It Changed My Life”
Three Floridians on a transformative book.

E

atonville is my hometown, so
I knew Zora Neal Huston as
part of my family lore, but I was
introduced to her as a writer as a new
mother. I had a master’s degree and had
been a librarian at Cornell, but being
a homemaker and mother was taking
everything I had, and it was hard to find
a space for myself. After I put my son to
bed, I would have some peace and quiet.
I’d bought the Penguin copy of Their Eyes
Were Watching God—it probably cost
99 cents—and I finished it in just two or
three sittings. Janie Crawford’s quest for
self-discovery resonated with me. She
was illiterate and she had no context, but
she risked her community standing to
express herself and find her space. Zora
Neale Huston was so authentic; that is
what an artist can do—reveal what is
human and universal in what they write.

N.Y. Nathiri, executive
director, The Association
to Preserve the Eatonville
Community

I

grew up in the post-civil rights era
in the 1970s. Chicano youth on
the West Coast were victimized
by racism and racial stereotypes daily
in our schools, neighborhoods, and
workplaces. My senior year in high
school an Anglo (white) teacher directed
me to read Richard Wright’s Native
Son. This book changed—and quite
possibly saved—my life. The grim and
unforgettable odyssey of Bigger Thomas,
the protagonist of Native Son, taught
me that racism was a pervasive aspect
of American society, that it was not my
fault, and that it was honorable to fight
it by all means necessary. Native Son led
me to becoming a history professor who
believes that books and libraries are a
necessary tool of human liberation.

Paul Ortiz, director, Samuel
Proctor Oral History Project,
University of Florida

I

n 1980-81, I was teaching at the
University of South Florida and was
awarded a Fulbright professorship at
the Universitá di Roma. While teaching in
Rome, I fell in love with Florida. During
that year, headlines of race riots and the
exodus of the Marielitos made me realize
that the greatest storyline in my life was
happening back home: a thousand newcomers
daily, wetlands transformed into shopping
centers and an assault upon our coastline.
But it was not the blaring headlines that
left me curious about my adopted state, it was
a novel. Every morning before class, I read
a chapter of Marjorie Kennan Rawlings’ The
Yearling. I fell in love with a lost Florida. If
I were elected governor of Florida, I would
require every new Floridian to read The
Yearling. Failure would result in a whipping
by the Forresters, the roughneck Crackers
in the book, who would also loot your liquor
cabinet. The Yearling is pure Floridiana. It’s set
in the 1870s in today’s Ocala National Forest,
an austere yet enchanting landscape that
serves as a character. For Floridians afflicted
by COVID and melancholia, the novel,
with its bittersweet coming-of-age ending,
serves as a spring tonic in darker times.

Gary R. Mormino, scholar-inresidence at Florida Humanities
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Book s A re Ju st t he

BEGINNING

A patron works in the recording studio at the Orlando Public Library.

PHOTO COURTESY OF ORANGE COUNTY LIBRARY SYSTEM

In Florida’s multi-tasking modern libraries, an astonishing array of
services and resources boost learning and improve lives.
By Janet Scherberger

I

t’s a Saturday morning and the library in downtown Orlando
hums with hushed activity. In the lobby, an older couple with
a school-age girl peruse pieces in the library’s Women in the
Arts exhibit. In Club Central, exclusively for 11-to-18-year-olds,
three girls crowd around a laptop, two phones charging beside
them. In the children’s section, two little hands grab for the free
monthly “Craft in a Bag.”
On the second floor, in the Melrose Center, as the Orlando
Robotics and Makers Club meeting gets going right next to the
simulation lab, Hunt Hearin finishes up his orientation in the
center’s recording studio.
Hearin, who graduated from the Berklee School of Music in
Boston, recently left the music industry in Nashville to work in IT
at a law firm in Orlando. He says he’s looking forward to using the
studio for some creative projects.
“It’s a world-class studio in a public library,” Hearin says. “It’s
available at no cost to residents of Orange County. It’s unbelievable
to me. In Nashville, you’ll pay hundreds or thousands a day to use
this type of equipment. Here you have a room that’s available to
the public just by doing an orientation. And if you don’t have a
recording background, you can learn it all here.
He’s also excited about getting plugged into the music community
in Orlando through such programs as Melrose in the Mix, a monthly
concert series aired on the local public television station.
“A lot of people in the audio and creative community in Orlando
are involved in this space in one way or the other,” Hearin says.
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Hearin is just one of millions of Floridians who turn to
Florida’s 551 libraries each year to grow their knowledge, make
new connections, find their voice, learn new skills, gain access
to services—and find respite.
Libraries have long been repositories of knowledge and
information, but the kind of knowledge and information and the
way they deliver it have changed dramatically, especially in the
last 20 years. No longer simply warehouses for books, libraries
offer everything from recording equipment and 3-D printing to
cooking classes and meeting spaces.
Florida’s libraries help patrons access high school diplomas,
tax forms, passports, voter registration and voting booths. Their
lending collections now include a staggering range of everyday
and high-tech equipment—bundt pans, framed art, fishing
poles, jumper cables, cushions for an outdoor picnic and wi-fi
hot spots. The library in Apalachicola gives card holders seeds
for vegetable gardens. The Calhoun County Public library has
a certified specialist on staff who can check that car seats are
installed correctly. You can check out a telescope from libraries
in Leon and Manatee counties, a ukulele from the Largo Public
Library, and a bicycle from the Winter Park library.
“We’ve become the library of things,” says Jennifer Pratt,
interim director of the Florida Library Association
And everything, from objects to expert assistance, is free.
“Stories and words are always going to be the bedrock
of libraries, but married to that is leveling the playing field
by providing all kinds of resources across the economic

strata,” says Amy Johnson, director of Florida’s Division of
Library Services. “If you have a library card you have access
to the world.”

T

T

oday, libraries lend digital books and movies and music for
download to a personal computer or phone. Virtual books
outnumber paper books in many libraries, and so do dollars
spent on electronic versus print materials. The Orange County
library, for example,has 974,918 books in its physical collection, and

PHOTO COURTESY OF ORANGE COUNTY LIBRARY SYSTEM

he oldest public libraries were established in the ancient
Middle East to store government archives carved into
baked clay tablets or written on papyrus scrolls. In
the 7th Century B.C., in what is now Iraq, the Assyrian ruler
Ashurbanipal established the first library organized by topic.
It contained some 30,000 tablets and included literature along
with historic and scholarly documents. Some wealthy citizens
also had private libraries. Aristotle’s extensive library was the
foundation of the library at Alexandria, Egypt, considered the
greatest ancient library and run by famous writers and scholars.
Every great civilization, from Asia to the Islamic world, also
developed libraries, as the ruling class and religious leaders
built them to preserve scholarly work and their own legacies.
Until the fall of Rome in 476, Western libraries continued to
grow in size and importance, although collections—including
the Alexandria library—were sometimes destroyed by wars and
religious and political movements.
But the Dark Ages—the 500 years after the fall of Rome,
also known as the Middle Ages—were disastrous for literacy
and written knowledge. Civilized practices and comforts
collapsed, and reading and writing became rare in a simpler
and more brutal world. Some experts estimate more than 90
percent of the ancient world’s literature was lost during those
barbaric times.
Monks played a critical role in rescuing and preserving
books in those centuries. They painstakingly copied and
illustrated as well as studied religious texts. The introduction of
movable metal type in Asia in the 1300s and the printing press
in Europe in the 1400s generated a boom in the production

of texts, and libraries became an economical way to share books,
which were far too expensive for most people to own.
Libraries continued to expand as centers of learning and
thought, including in the New World, where Benjamin Franklin
helped found America’s first subscription library, the Library
Company of Philadelphia, in 1731. Patrons paid for the privilege of
borrowing books, a common practice at that time. By the mid1800s, communities began establishing public libraries, expanding
access to knowledge and ideas.
In 1874, Florida’s first public library, operating by subscription,
opened in St. Augustine. The DeFuniak Springs library, established
in 1886, is Florida’s longest continuously running public library.
Andrew Carnegie built 10 libraries in Florida, from Jacksonville and
Gainesville to Bartow and Bradenton. They were among more than
1,600 libraries Carnegie built all across the country from 1886 to
1919. Two Florida libraries built by Carnegie—one in St. Petersburg
and one in Tampa—still operate today.
Yet even as libraries proliferated, some citizens were barred
from their riches. In the United States, African Americans were
forced to use segregated libraries—if any were available—until the
1960s, when the Civil Rights movement integrated public libraries.
Libraries transformed again 30 years ago, fueled by the
explosion of the internet. Not all citizens could afford or connect
with the new technology. Responding to a widening digital divide,
libraries installed computer labs with internet access. In Florida,
more than 1.5 million Floridians used libraries for technology
instruction in 2020.

Many libraries offer patrons “makerspaces,” like the Orange County Library System’s Fab Lab.
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more than 1 million e-books. In 2021, the Orange County library
system spent $1.2 million on print materials and $3.2 million on
electronic materials.
During the pandemic, technology allowed libraries to pivot
to online story times, cooking classes, public meetings, sewing
lessons, music and dance performances via YouTube and other
platforms. The continued popularity of those offerings mean they
will likely remain in place.
Most Florida libraries have leapt into the modern world of
expanded offerings and technology, but perhaps none more than
the Orange County Library System. Serving a population of 1.4
million in Orlando and surrounding cities, the Orange County
Library System in 2018 received the nation’s top award from
the Institute of Museum and Library Services. Among other
things, the system was acknowledged for its social workers,
English language classes for the area’s rapidly growing immigrant
population and the unique offerings in its “makerspace,” the
Melrose Center. Along with library administrators to collect the
award in Washington, D.C. was Terhys Persad, a filmmaker who
credited the Orlando Public Library with giving her the tools to
launch a career in Los Angeles, where she assisted on the Amazon
original film “Troupe Zero,” starring Viola Davis.
In 2021, the OCLS was Florida’s Library of the Year, with the
state association citing its quick and comprehensive transition to
online offerings during the pandemic.
The 290,000-square-foot system headquarters, the Orlando

Public Library, stretches along Central Avenue downtown. It’s been
in the same location since it opened in a much smaller building in
1923 with 20,000 books, back when Orlando’s population sat at
about 10,000.
The original neo-Classical building was demolished to make
way for the current four-story library, which opened in 1966, five
years before Disney World. Renowned Brutalist architect John M.
Johansen designed the building, with sharp angles and dramatic
expanses of concrete. An expansion in 1986 matched the look.
Today the downtown library’s collection includes wide, flat
drawers filled with city plat maps from the early days of Orlando’s
development and a Disney collection with treasures like the
original “Beauty and the Beast” script.
The library’s popular Melrose Center, funded in part with a
grant from Kendrick Melrose, former CEO of the Toro Company,
represents one of the latest iterations of the modern library.
Located in an area that used to hold stacks of books and offices, it
is fully equipped and staffed to enable visitors to tackle creative
projects using state-of-the-art technology. It’s equipped with
a flight simulator, a 3-D printing studio and computers and
software for creating video games and virtual and augmented
reality projects. It also houses a photography studio, a film studio
and public performance space for learning about sound design.
Workstations are dedicated to creative projects.
Nikki, a 29-year-old Orlando resident, comes weekly to the
center to use the latest-version software and high-speed computers
PHOTO COURTESY OF ORANGE COUNTY LIBRARY SYSTEM

Libraries around the state are community gathering spots.
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English for Families programs in libraries throughout the state are supported with grants from Florida Humanities.

to work on a series of meditation videos she’s making for her
YouTube channel.
“It’s peace, love and meditation,” she says.”That’s it.
Hopefully, people will like it.”
She can’t work on the series at home because her computer
isn’t powerful enough to run the programs.
Kevin Hines leads the Orlando Robotics once-a-month
club meeting at the library. The group of engineers and
enthusiasts has been gathering in the Melrose Center
since 2014.
“This isn’t your parents’ library,” Hines says. “It’s all about
sharing knowledge to make everyone’s lives better.”
Along with a shift to technology and becoming a “library
of things,” libraries have also shifted in their approach to
homeless and at-risk populations. Today’s libraries embrace
often-marginalized groups, developing programming geared
towards them. The American Library Association offers
members guidance on everything from how to connect
patrons with social services to developing codes of conduct
and policies—such as eliminating late fees—that ensure the
most vulnerable communities have library access.
The Orange County library recently hired its third
social worker, a trend that started among libraries in 2009
in San Francisco.
“People often come into the library with social issues—
homelessness, alcohol abuse, drug abuse,” says Johnson,
director of Florida’s library services. “They’re another patron

F L O R I D A H U M A N I T I E S . O R G

in need of assistance. And libraries are trusted spaces, like home or
work or a community center.”
The biggest challenge facing Florida’s libraries is finding
adequate resources to fulfill changing demands from Florida’s
exploding population, says Jennifer Pratt, interim executive
director of the Florida Library Association.
Tapped for resources, libraries are finding new ways to expand
their reach. Library systems across the state share collections.
Friends of the Library groups solicit donations. Grant funding helps.
With support from Florida Humanities, the Orlando library
in 2018 launched an English for Families program in response to
an influx of Spanish-speaking people who moved to the area from
Puerto Rico after hurricanes Ida and Maria. The program has
expanded to six more library systems: Broward, New Port Richey,
Osceola, Palm Springs, Sarasota and Tampa-Hillsborough County.
Patrons seeking help learning English aren’t just Spanish
speakers—they’re Vietnamese, Haitian, Syrian and other
nationalities, Pratt says.
And increasingly library users are seeking assistance beyond
language instruction. “You’re seeing a big demand for health and
wellness information, people looking for reliable government and
legal services,” she notes. But while libraries have evolved over
the years—from storehouses of archives and books and reference
material to community centers and makerspaces—they remain
places of empowerment and wisdom.
“They’re doing the same things they were doing before,” says
Pratt. “They’re just doing them differently. And often better.”
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Angry Young Man
A noted journalist recalls resisting racism at his peril in Jim Crow Florida.
By Bill Maxwell

Editor’s note: This story contains offensive and disturbing racial
slurs. We included them because they accurately reflect the
experience of the writer and many others at the time these
events took place and are integral to understanding his story.

T

he early morning sun already was blazing hot as we
cleared the bridge over the St. Johns River, and the
familiar stench of Palatka’s pulpwood mills flowed
through the open windows of our car as my grandfather and
I neared the Putnam County Courthouse.
I was excited because I would start the paperwork for
getting a restricted driver’s license. I had stayed up all night,
dreaming of driving my grandparents’ 1949 Chevrolet, of
showing off in front of the girls at all-Negro Middleton High
School in Crescent City, of wearing exotic cologne and holding
my wrist dangerously loose over the steering wheel as I had seen
my father and other men do around women. And, of course, I
dreamed of owning a fast, sporty coupe.
The year was 1959, and I was a few
months away from being old enough to
drive legally.
My grandfather, Robert Albert
Bentley, and I climbed the courthouse
stairs, moving aside at the door to
let three white women pass. My
grandfather bowed and tipped his
hat. At the counter, a clerk, an older white woman with eyes that
instinctively looked through Negroes, gave me a form to fill out. My
grandfather sat in the chair beneath the ceiling fan, his hat resting
awkwardly on his lap. An armed sheriff’s deputy, a tall white man
with a ruddy face and hairy arms, stood beside me. Leaning on the
counter, he chatted with the woman, studied me from head to toe
and glanced over at my grandfather.
The room was hot, and I was nervous.
When the woman asked if I had a pen, I said, “No, I don’t.”
I had no idea that those three simple words had violated two
centuries of strict tradition and had exposed me to the absurd,
unspoken oath that required white men to protect the honor of
white women—especially when their honor had been trampled on
by a Negro.
As I reached for the pen that she was handing me, the deputy
grabbed my left shoulder, spun me around to face him, shoved my
back against the wall and pressed his forearm against my chest.

“You say ‘yes, ma’am,’ and ‘no, ma’am’ to a white lady, you
little nigger,” he said in a low, deliberate tone, his breath smelling
of tobacco.
Never will I forget the way he said “nigger” and the rage in
his eyes. Over the years, I have relived this incident, assessing my
reaction to it at the time and measuring its long-term effect on
who I have become. Doubtless, it was a watershed in the life of a
proud, happy 14-year-old who saw himself quickly growing into
manhood.
Now, I look back and marvel that—given the racial customs
of that time, when white men could do almost anything they
pleased to Negroes—I escaped physically unharmed.
Weighing about 190 pounds and standing nearly 6 feet, I
stiff-armed the deputy in the face, as I routinely did opposing
players who tried to tackle me when I ran the football. I
caught him off balance, and he went back, stumbling to hold
himself up.
“Keep your hands off me!” I shouted.
Unaccountably, I was unafraid, only insulted and angry. He
grabbed the edge of the counter and
balanced himself. I looked into his eyes,
sensing that he wanted to shoot me. I
could feel the heat of bigotry in his eyes
and the heavy burden of his being of the
“superior race” guiding his actions.
As I stared at him, he looked away,
turned to my grandfather and said, “Git
this little trouble-making nigger out of here.”
“Don’t call me a nigger!” I shouted, moving toward him.
By now, my grandfather, a gentle man infused with the
serenity of the deeply devout, was trembling. Jumping to his feet,
he pulled me down the hall and out of the building. Terror was in
his eyes as we passed the Confederate Heroes monument on the
front lawn. In the car, he did not look at me nor did he speak. We
drove the 26 miles back to Crescent City in silence.
When he died in 1995, we still had not discussed that day. I
can only guess at his reason for never talking about it. But I knew
even then what it had done to me: It made me feel mortal. Before
then, I had felt invincible, believing that I would live forever.
On that day, though, there I stood, in that muggy courthouse,
facing a man who wanted to annihilate me—who could have
annihilated me with the squeeze of a finger—because my skin
was black and because I momentarily had lost sight of the lay of
the land and had stepped out of my “place.”

The deputy shoved my
back against the wall
and pressed his forearm
against my chest.
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Angry Young Man continued
Why? Because I had not said “ma’am” to a white woman. Even
at that young age, I understood that my fate was in the hands of
a stranger, a white adult who despised me, a mere child, for no
logical reason. I clearly understood that being a Negro in Northeast
Florida was a high-stakes game of minimizing physical assaults.
Even more, I walked away from that courthouse with
a diminished sense of self—a condition that I would spend
subsequent years trying to repair.
Indeed, the courthouse encounter was a turning point for me.
It also was a turning point in my growth, the point of support
from which I now can appreciate the wholeness of my life. In other
words, all events that occurred before that day in Palatka prepared
me for surviving it.

I was born in Fort Lauderdale on Oct. 16, 1945, in all-Negro

Provident Hospital. Negroes were not permitted in the white
hospitals. My parents were farm workers who labored long and hard
but could not regularly make ends meet. When I was 18 months old,
heavy rains devastated Broward County’s pole bean crop, forcing
my parents to “go up the road” to find work. En route to Exmore,
Virginia, where they would work in potatoes, they deposited me in
Crescent City with my father’s mother and stepfather, Lillie Mae
and Robert Bentley, where I lived most of my childhood until I went
away to college in 1963.
Crescent City, between Palatka
and DeLand on U.S. Highway 17,
is on the eastern rim of the Ocala
National Forest, less than 40 miles
inland from the Atlantic Ocean. It
is home to Lake Stella, tiny Lake
Argenta and Crescent Lake, fed
by the St. Johns River, where bass,
bream, crappie, bluegill, and several
other varieties of freshwater sunfish
are abundant.
Crescent City was—and I am
speaking only of the Negro communities because I rarely had close
contact with local whites—nature’s gift to Negro children, mostly
boys, who roamed the woodlands and fields “bare-feeted” without a
care, where Negro girls in gingham dresses skipped rope under live
oak, magnolia and camphor trees.
And back then, for most Negroes who wanted to work, citrus,
fern and pulpwood provided jobs at least seasonally. Those
incapable of holding steady jobs could eke out a living pulling deer
tongue, Spanish moss and catching gopher tortoises, or “Hoover
chickens,” as many people called the delicious reptiles.
My grandparents’ house was a green-shingled, three-bedroom,
shotgun-style structure with a matching two-hole outhouse across
the dirt road. On three acres of sandy soil near Lake Argenta, we
used a lot of fertilizer to grow all of our vegetables and fruits. Our
chickens laid enough eggs for five families.
Religion—the fear of a living god who, at will, intervenes in
earthly matters—anchored the lives of the adults. My grandfather
was a presiding elder in the House of God, Church of the Living
God, a black Pentecostal denomination. He pastored a church
in Crescent City and one in Palatka and routinely conducted or

participated in tent revivals throughout the north central part
of the state and the Panhandle. I accompanied him on these
trips when my grandmother had to work or was “too plumb
tired” to travel, as she would say.

One of the most memorable events of my early
childhood involving white people occurred when I was 10 years
old and went with my grandfather to a three-day revival in
Lake City. On the second afternoon of the gathering, a group of
boys and I walked to a store in a Negro neighborhood. I bought
a frosty bottle of Nehi grape soda, a bag of salted peanuts and
a giant dill pickle. Returning to the tent, we rough-housed,
“played the dozens” and fantasized about pretty girls as we
approached the railroad tracks.
Out of nowhere, a green Ford pickup roared toward us. We
could hear the horn blasting and the rebel yells. Three white
teenage boys sat in the cab, and five or six others rode in the
bed. We knew what was coming because, although we lived in
different regions of the state, we had seen this game before—a
potentially deadly gambit that was intended to elicit anger and
instill fear in us. We were about to be “nigger-knocked.”
As the adults in our lives had taught us, we ran in
different directions to confuse our attackers. I had been
nigger-knocked a year earlier on my
newspaper route in Crescent City. I
was pedaling my bicycle along Union
Avenue and was preparing to toss
a copy of the Palatka Daily News
into a yard when a Woodie carrying
three white boys approached. The
passenger in the backseat hit me
in the face with a balloon that was
filled with urine.
On that day in Lake City, I knew
that I was doomed the second that I
looked back. A boy in the truck bed
held a leather belt in the air, the silver buckle twirling above
his head. Suddenly, I saw the metal square descend, and, just as
suddenly, everything went black. Pain ripped through my face.
Cupping my nose, I smelled my own blood and felt it pouring
into my palms, then between my fingers. I thought that I would
pass out and that I had lost both eyes.
My nose had been broken, and the gash was so deep that
it exposed bone. My friends helped me back to the tent, where
the standing-room-only crowd was shouting a spiritual dance
to the syncopated sounds of hand-clapping, drums, a piano,
guitars and dozens of tambourines. My grandfather, who was
on the platform with the other preachers, ran toward me. Too
proud to cry, I stood in the main aisle holding the bridge of
my nose. The front of my starched white shirt was covered
with my blood. The wife of the local minister, with whom we
were staying, took me to her house, flushed my wound with
antiseptic, bandaged it and gave me one of her husband’s shirts.
My grandfather drove me to a Negro doctor in Gainesville he
had known for many years.

Too proud to cry, I stood
in the main aisle holding
the bridge of my nose.
The front of my starched
white shirt was covered
with my blood.
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Aside from the physical harm that it caused, the social
significance of nigger-knocking was its power to perpetuate the
myth of the white man’s dominance over us and, of course, to keep
us believing in our perceived inferiority.
The Lake City incident deepened my awareness of Negro
alienation. White people were a mystery to me and my peers.
They were strangers.

We would see them downtown or glimpse them driving
their cars and trucks. Some of us took orders from them at work.
But we rarely saw their faces up close or gave them sustained eye
contact. Although his behavior appalled me, I understood why my
grandfather took off his hat, lowered his eyes and rocked back and
forth when talking to white people in public places.
Race always drove a wedge between “us” and “them.” But
Crescent City, dubbed “The Bass Capital of the World” on the signs
welcoming travelers, was not an openly brutal place. In many ways,
it was better than most other towns I visited as a farm worker
throughout the Southeast.
Many stores, such as Sackett’s Grocery, extended credit to
Negroes. Hilda’s Style Shop even let us try on clothing. And the
People’s Bank of Crescent City never turned down qualified Negro
borrowers, as far as any of us knew. The town’s two doctors and
one dentist, all white, had integrated waiting rooms, while many of
their peers in neighboring towns had segregated waiting rooms.
Many older Negroes and older whites developed the kind of
intimacy peculiar to the generations that had coexisted as master
and servant.
Still, the vast differences between our two
worlds were manifested almost everywhere,
especially at Lake Stella, where most children, Black
and white, spent their summers. We assumed that
Mother Nature had drawn a line across the 308-acre
lake, separating the white side from the Negro side.
We swam and played on the “Babylon side”—named
for the community that was home to the Negro
graveyard—and whites used the “Whitesville side.”
It had white sand, which the town provided, on its
shore. Our side was grassy and muddy and dotted
with the shells of mussels that washed ashore. Many
whites had beautiful motor boats, and we envied
the white children as they skimmed across the
shimmering water on colorful skis.
We enjoyed ourselves on the lake, however, by
creating games. The greatest challenge, which most
of us met with ease, was swimming from our side of
Stella to Billy Goat Island, which was said to be the
home of a giant, one-eyed alligator.
We had the most fun, though, playing a game
called “gator.” Whoever drew the shortest marsh
reed became the gator. The game’s object was to
outswim the gator. After the designated gator
caught someone, a great struggle would ensue as it
tried to pull the captive under water and hold him
there. After freeing himself—or being released—the
captive would become the new gator. Needless to
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say, we often came close to drowning the weakest swimmers.
But we had fun.
Even so, we felt the racial alienation. We could not, for
example, eat at Thomas Drugstore’s lunch counter or at
Hap’s Diner, which doubled as the Greyhound Bus station.
When a group of us tried to integrate the drugstore counter
one afternoon, a male clerk threatened us with jail and “ass
whippings” and telephoned our principal, Harry Burney, who
dutifully informed our families. At the town’s movie theater,
whites sat downstairs, and Negroes sat in the tiny, hot balcony.
Nothing, however, made us feel more estranged than
school busing. Until the late 1950s, Negro high school students
woke between 5 and 5:30 each morning and walked more than
a mile to catch the bus that took us to Central Academy High
in Palatka.
The direct route, by way of U.S. Highway 17, from Crescent
City to Central Academy was about 30 miles. But we could not
take the direct route. Too many kids lived in the woods. The
driver picked up the first students in the southern region called
Long Station.
Then she drove north to the other local black neighborhoods—
Denver, Rossville, Babylon, where I lived, and Union Avenue.
Leaving Crescent City, the bus, with 30 or more students, went
to Georgetown and Fruitland, then Welaka, Pomona Park,
Satsuma, San Mateo and East Palatka. The bus would arrive at
Central Academy between 8:15 and 8:30, barring mechanical
trouble or a boat stopping us on the Dunns Creek drawbridge.
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Angry Young Man continued
During the shortest days of winter, we left home in darkness
and returned in darkness. But we did so happily because we
thoroughly enjoyed school. Many of our lasting romances began
on the bus, and some who met on the bus are still married nearly
40 years later. In time, we realized that, although school was
fun and our bus rides were adventures, we were victims of Jim
Crow’s evil, intentional cruelty.

As our innocence died and as we absorbed the reality
of living as Negro children in the segregated South, play
helped us escape some of the ugliness of southern Putnam
County’s racism.
Because we were poor and could not easily buy manufactured
toys and games, we had to invent and build. A group of us
performed our greatest construction feat, when, after watching
early episodes of “Gunsmoke,” we built our version of Dodge
City. For several days, we collected scrap lumber, sheets of tin
and several pounds of nails; we chopped blackjack oaks and
collected palmetto fronds. After a month of sawing, hammering
and digging, we had built six structures, each with its own
crudely painted sign: “Long Branch Saloon,” “Doc’s Office,”
“Marshal Dillon’s Office and Jail” and “Dodge House Hotel.”
During the day, we waded in brown brooks teeming with
crawdads and tadpoles, and our folks let us sleep in our Western
town as often as we wished. At night, we built campfires and
roasted hotdogs.
We never comprehended the incredible irony of our Dodge
City experience: We were society’s Black outcasts playing white
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characters and reenacting white situations—although Negroes
never appeared in the television show and although we had no
sense of the universality of art and human themes. We played in
our make-believe town for about three years.
One weekend, and I do not remember why, we abandoned
Dodge City and never returned there to play again. In time,
it disappeared behind vegetation, later falling under the fern
industry’s bush hogs and plows.
As the decade of the ’50s neared its end, we played fewer
unstructured games. Varsity football and basketball, pool, cards,
talking trash, playing pinball at Chuck’s Barbershop, flirting and
dating became our new games. We were “smelling our musk,” as
the men would say of teenage boys beginning to see themselves
as men.
At the same time, television having entered our lives, we had
begun to hear of people such as the Rev. Martin Luther King,
Jr., Rosa Parks, Elijah Muhammad and Malcolm X. Times were
rapidly changing. Negroes everywhere were beginning to speak
out. We children, too, were more emboldened and impatient. The
civil rights movement was in full force, and we were being swept
along in the tide.
I began to resent the gross unfairness of the so-called
“separate but equal” school system that legally forced Negroes
and whites to attend schools on opposite sides of town, causing
us to lead parallel lives that rarely intersected.
My grandparents became seriously concerned about my
growing resentment of whites after I told our insurance agent to
stop eating out of my grandmother’s pots and pans on the stove.
A friendly and talkative man, he collected our money on the
same night each month. Invariably, he came while we
were eating supper, knocked on the front door and let
himself in. He addressed my grandparents as Lillie
Mae and Robert—even though they were his elders.
Placing his briefcase on the floor, the agent would
march into the kitchen and eat whatever he wanted.
My grandparents would not look at me while he
banged lids and smacked his lips. All the while, he
would call out things such as, “Best collards in town,
Lillie Mae!” After eating, he never thanked my folks.
He collected his money, belched and drove away until
the next time.
One night, I told the agent that he had no right
to eat our food uninvited. No Negro could do so in
his house. He turned red in the face and motioned to
my grandmother to follow him outside. She returned
after a few minutes—her eyes reflecting the pain of a
lifetime of having bowed and scraped to survive.
“Don’t never say nothing else to that white man,”
she said. Her expression was stern and she held her
chin high. She had salvaged dignity from her faith in
her god and had begun to hum the Negro spiritual
“I’ll Fly Away,” as she always did at such times.
“Yes, ma’am,” I said, feeling sorry for her.
Fortunately for me, the insurance agent was not
the last white adult to enter my life in Crescent City.
My grandmother was a maid, and one of her sites
was the Crescent City Women’s Club. In addition to
being a meeting place and a dining room, the facility

served as the public library. After my grandmother took
me to help clean the building one Saturday morning when
I was about 15, I saw the books for the first time. Although
recognizing only a handful of titles and authors, I fell in
love with the smell of old leather and parchment. After that
morning, I came with my grandmother often, spending more
time reading than cleaning.
At first, she would scold me for not working. Later, she
encouraged me to read. Mrs. Anna
Hubbard, the white lady who was
often there, noticed my interest in
books and began to suggest ones for
me to read: Of Mice and Men, The Sun
Also Rises, The Last of the Mohicans,
Dracula and many more. Sometimes,
she would ask me about my reading.
One morning, we discussed
Native Son. I recall being particularly
embarrassed because Richard
Wright’s protagonist, Bigger Thomas, murders a white woman.
Sensing my discomfort, Mrs. Hubbard switched the subject to
plot, character, point of view and other literary elements.
She also introduced me to writings about A. Philip
Randolph, who was born in Crescent City in 1889. He was
editor of the radical Black journal The Messenger until 1925,
when he founded the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters.
I read everything I could find on Randolph and wrote an
essay for my civics class on the 1941 march on Washington
that he organized. That march prompted President Roosevelt
to issue a fair employment practices executive order that
aided sleeping car porters. I used to walk to the house where
Randolph was born and marvel that such a great man had
actually lived there.
Although Mrs. Hubbard and I did not become close
friends, she, along with my English teacher, Gloria Bonaparte,
had sparked my interest in classic literature. Her kindness
cooled my growing hatred of white people, and she convinced
me that I was a good reader, that my love of the written word
would guide my life. She was the first adult, white or Negro, to
suggest that I was smart enough to attend college. I believed
her and began to shape my future.
One afternoon, I told Mrs. Hubbard that I wished that she
were one of my teachers. I will never forget her reply.
“That’s nice of you,” she said, “but white people can’t
teach in your school.”

Old Middleton is now Middleton-Burney Elementary, renamed to
honor a black man, Harry Burney, Jr., my principal.
Blacks now serve on civic boards and are served in all public
establishments. Now, instead of merely cleaning the Women’s Club,
Blacks can use the facility for social events. At the adjacent library, all
groups explore the world of books under the same roof.
Although some of the vestiges of the Old South linger, I am happy
to see how much the town has changed, how the races are living
together amicably: Confederate flags that
once flew in selected places were removed
many years ago. The high school sports
teams are no longer the “Rebels.” They
are now the “Raiders.” Gone, too, are the
police-ordered “White Only” and “Colored”
signs that navigated much of our physical
existence downtown. Blacks and whites
even swim on the same side of Lake Stella.
My biggest regret is that my
grandparents and other Negroes of their
generation, especially the hard working church-goers, died before
experiencing the new Crescent City. Their silent, dignified suffering,
after all, made today’s relatively tolerant town possible. One day,
perhaps, the graveyards will be integrated.

One Saturday morning
when I was about 15, I
saw the books for the
first time. I fell in love
with the smell of old
leather and parchment.

CRESCENT CITY — Today, this town is a far better

place than it was when I lived here as a child. Although the
freezes of the 1980s killed the area’s thousands of acres of
citrus trees, the fern industry took up most of the slack. The
year after I graduated from all-black Middleton Junior-Senior
High, Congress passed the Civil Rights Act of 1964, prohibiting
discrimination in voting, employment, public facilities and, of
course, education. Unlike whites in many other small towns
statewide, the overwhelming majority of whites here accepted
the new legislation.
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This article first appeared in FORUM in the summer issue of 1999. We
are republishing it as part of our “A More Perfect Union” series of stories
that document our struggles to come together to realize and protect our
democratic ideals, made possible by a grant from the National Endowment
for the Humanities. After the original article appeared Bill Maxwell and
Beverly Coyle, who wrote a companion piece in the same issue about growing
up white in Florida, traveled throughout the state in a Florida Humanitiessponsored program called Parallel Lives. One of our most popular programs
ever, Parallel Lives offered the writers’ accounts of experiencing the
segregated world of 1950s Florida, including witnessing, as teenagers, the
collapse of Jim Crow laws and the infancy of the Civil Rights movement.
Visit bit.ly/FHParallelLives to read the issue.
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Person of INTEREST

THE COLONEL
Tampa’s “Colonel” Tom Parker made Elvis Presley the greatest pop star of all time.
But did he ruin him as an artist?
By Bob Kealing

A

ll eyes were on Elvis Presley as he strode into a press
conference at the International Hotel in Las Vegas on
Aug. 1, 1969. Few noticed “Colonel” Tom Parker, the star’s
ubiquitous 60-year-old manager, who stood to the side as Presley
took a seat at the long table facing a room full of reporters and
photographers. Presley, 34, radiated confidence and ambition.
Thick, dark sideburns framed his handsome, chiseled face. He was
in shape and fired up to perform live once again.
Presley, who had galvanized young Americans and scandalized
their parents with his sexy gyrations and genre-bending music in
1956 and 1957, had lost steam after a stint overseas in the Army
and a decade-long slog of acting and singing in forgettable, albeit
lucrative films. But a few months earlier, on Dec. 3, 1968, he had
topped the weekly ratings with NBC’s “Singer Presents … Elvis,”
more commonly known as his Comeback Special. Presley’s slick,
choreographed performances on the show had reaped rapturous
reviews. Riding that momentum, Presley recorded “Suspicious
Minds,” which shot to the top of the charts, becoming his 18th No.
1 single in America.
At the Las Vegas press conference, he promised reporters he
wasn’t giving up acting. “I’m going after more serious material,” he
vowed. “And I would like to perform all over the world.”
Wearing a garish white suit plastered with the words, “Elvis
International in Person,” Colonel Parker, the balding, portly yin to
Presley’s slim dashing yang, nodded and grinned.
A Colonel? Hardly. The former Tampa carnival worker, dog
catcher and promoter was an illegal immigrant and Army deserter
who had been jailed in one of the Sunshine State’s darkest corners
and discharged with serious psychiatric issues. Since then, he had
ascended to the highest heights of the music business, riding the
coattails of its biggest star.

But much of his ascent was built on artifice and
downright lies. In those days before inescapable internet
exposure, Tom Parker was a man of well-kept secrets.
And his biggest secret was about to be threatened
with discovery. At the press conference, someone made an
unexpected offer: “Mr. Presley, I’ve been sent here by Lord
Sutch Enterprises to offer you 1 million pounds to make two
appearances at Wembley Stadium in England.”
Pointing to Parker, Presley replied, “You’ll have to ask
him about that.”
Parker piped up: “Just put down the deposit!”
But despite his cheery retort, Parker sensed danger in the
suggestion. Performing in England might rejuvenate Elvis,
but applying for a passport could destroy Parker, revealing
his masquerade as a legal United States citizen. He had no
intention of taking that risk, nor would he allow the star he
had so carefully molded to start exercising his independence
and choosing what his next career steps should be.
Presley would never realize his dreams of performing
worldwide, acting in more serious films and seeing his career
reach new heights. He never performed anywhere outside the
United States and turned down a fantastic opportunity to
star opposite Barbara Streisand in the 1975 film remake of “A
Star is Born.”
Eight years after the Vegas press conference, the hopeful,
sculpted icon had devolved into a bloated, reclusive and drugaddled caricature of his former self, suffering a fatal heart
attack in the master bathroom of his Graceland mansion.
Dressed in a Hawaiian shirt and baseball hat and chomping
on a cigar, Parker attended the funeral, staying long enough
to persuade Presley’s father, Vernon, to give him control of
his son’s estate and posthumous earnings.
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Person of INTEREST continued
Parker and issued him an honorable disability discharge based
on his, “Psychosis, Psychogenic Depression, acute, on the basis
of Constitutional Psychopathic State, Emotional Instability.”
At the age of 24, the man who one day would be known as
“Colonel” Tom Parker, one of the most powerful figures in the
entertainment world, was clinically diagnosed as a psychopath.
With a final Army paycheck in his pocket, Parker was released
to rejoin society.
Parker drifted back to Florida and began to rebuild. He
made a home in Tampa, where many carnival and circus
sideshows encamped for the winter. He joined the carny
subculture, working concessions and animal shows and
observing the well-dressed, front-office men who managed
the shows and the money through any means necessary. In
those days, carnivals, with their mix of family fun and lurid
sideshows that offered titillating views of “freaks” and halfnaked women, were enormously popular, and the frontmen
knew how to squeeze every penny out of the fans they called
“marks.” Bombastic hyperbole and outright deception were
the lifeblood of the shows. Their managers may have been
shady characters, but they were also brilliant showmen who
understood human nature. From them, Parker learned many of
the techniques he would use to promote and manage Presley.
In February 1935, Parker caught the eye of an attractive
woman running a cigar stand at the Florida State Fairgrounds.

In an interview for this story, Steve Binder, the director of
Presley’s legendary 1968 TV special, offered a blunt explanation for
why Presley’s life and career came off the rails: “Elvis made a pact
with the devil, and he didn’t know how to get out of it.” Binder, who
spent weeks dealing with Presley’s bombastic and bullying manager
while making the special, reiterated his disdain. “Parker was just a
con artist, that’s all he was,” he said.
Yet there’s no denying that Parker’s shrewd dealings and
indefatigable work catapulted the shy, unknown young Elvis to
worldwide stardom and made them both a fortune.
The complex, confounding and, some would say, poisonous bond
between Presley and Parker is still the subject of debate, so much so
that in June, Warner Brothers released “Elvis” a major film on the
partnership between the two, starring Tom Hanks as Parker.
Known for playing good guys like Mister Rogers, Hanks, a
two-time Oscar-winner, acknowledged in an interview with Steven
Colbert that Parker would be his first role as a villain. But he
noted that Parker was more than that. “He was both a genius and a
scoundrel,” Hanks said.

June 26, 1909, the seventh child of a Dutch delivery driver and his
wife. After working as a carnival barker in his youth, he came to the
United States in the 1920s as an undocumented stowaway.
Parker never owned a U.S. passport, never became a citizen and
made whatever moves necessary to avoid detection as an illegal
immigrant. He gave himself the name Thomas Andrew Parker and
claimed his birthplace was Huntington, West Virginia. Parker never
traveled abroad. His fear of being exposed explains why he refused
to book Presley to perform in places like Europe and Japan, where
he was wildly popular and could have made millions.
With so much hidden baggage in tow, Parker still managed to
talk his way into the U.S Army. His Florida story begins on Oct. 24,
1931, with an assignment at Fort Barrancas, a scenic encampment
built into a bluff overlooking Pensacola Bay.
For the first year, Parker carried out his duties well, earning
a promotion to Private First Class. But on Sept. 27, 1932, without
leave, Tom Parker left his post for points unknown.
No proof of his destination exists, but the night Parker went
AWOL, the Ringling Brothers and Barnum & Bailey Circus, boasting
dozens of horses, clowns and elephants, passed through Pensacola.
Given Parker’s background in carnival sideshows, this exciting,
one-night-only attraction may have proved irresistible. Traveling
shows were full of people like Parker, looking for adventure and
running from their past. They protected their own and rarely asked
questions.
After being absent for five months, Parker returned to Fort
Barrancas on Feb. 17, 1933. As punishment for desertion, Parker’s
commanding officer ordered him held in solitary confinement for
60 days in the guardhouse jail. Parker emerged from two months
incarcerated alone in the dark and foreboding amber-brick hillside
fortress in visible distress.
The base doctor suspected he had suffered a psychotic
breakdown and was schizophrenic. When his condition had not
improved after two months of observation, Parker was shipped to
Walter Reed Army Medical Center in Washington, D.C.
In August 1933, the Army gave up on Private Thomas Andrew

PHOTO: ALAMY STOCK

Thomas Andrew Parker was born Andreas van Kuijk on

The young Elvis mesmerized fans—and shocked parents—with his explosive,
hip-swiveling performances.
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success. Parker took on partners and started promoting more shows.
Twenty-seven-year-old Marie Mott was the divorced mother of
He decided to visit Nashville and approached a young crooner
a young son, 10-year-old Robert.
named Eddy Arnold about becoming his manager. “Seemed like he
“She had a coarse, dominant quality about her,” Parker’s
knew what he was talking about,” Arnold remembered. “And I was
longtime associate Byron Raphael told biographer Alanna
a hungry boy.” Arnold agreed to Parker becoming his manager and
Miles. “And that apparently attracted him.” From a practical
taking 25 percent commission for his services.
standpoint, being married with a stepson could help Parker,
In the fall of 1944, Parker booked Arnold for two weeks of Florida
should any entanglements over his immigration status arise.
theater dates. According to Miles, the young singer was impressed
According to Miles, the two were kindred spirits. Marie,
with Parker’s indefatigable zeal: “He was a ball of fire, he worked
a compulsive shoplifter, wore suggestive outfits to draw
hard, he got up early, and he was a non-drinker.” He also booked
customers to Parker’s “gal shows” on the midway. Parker
Arnold in package shows across the South
ran confidence games, like the sofeaturing other artists, including Ernest
called, “Bible scam.” He would scan
Parker was in the baseball
Tubb, who distrusted Parker and kept him at
newspaper obituaries for the names
stadium in Jacksonville on May a distance.
of new widows, show up at their
13, 1955, when female fans chased
In 1948, Parker reached another
homes in respectable attire with an
milestone in his reinvention. With a penchant
inscribed Bible that he would say
Presley to his dressing room,
for exaggerating his credentials, he had
their dearly departed husbands had
mobbed the young singer and
called himself “Doctor.” Now,
ordered. Grieving widows often
tore off his shirt. From that point, sometimes
as a reward for helping a former carny
forked over final payment, making
Axton recounted, she could see buddy get Jimmie Davis elected Governor of
Parker a handsome profit.
“dollar marks” in Parker’s eyes. Louisiana, Parker was awarded the honorary
In the shadowland they occupied,
title of “Colonel” in the Louisiana State
a former associate told Miles that
Militia. From that point, the former army deserter insisted on being
Parker followed the carny ethos: “In the real workaday world,
addressed as “Colonel” Tom Parker.
you either conned or got conned. It’s as simple as that.”
Parker’s deal to represent only Eddie Arnold flourished until 1953
Researchers have found no record of when or where where
when Arnold found out Parker had been booking other acts, like Hank
Parker and Marie were married. Nor was there a marriage
Snow, on the side and fired him. The “Colonel” was humiliated and
license, perhaps because of Parker’s paranoia about what it
for a time, looked outside the music business for new opportunities.
took to obtain such legal documents. After all, what did it
matter to a couple living among carnies, con men and drifters?
Parker’s trajectory towards respectability began in the
By the summer of 1955, Parker was back in the music game
fall of 1940. He heard about an opening for a field agent at the
and booked Snow on a Grand Ole Opry package tour of Florida
Hillsborough County Humane Society. Parker, who operated
with Faron Young and Slim Whitman. He hired a Jacksonville
pony rides and felt at home among animals, got the job.
schoolteacher and aspiring songwriter named Mae Axton to help
Inside Humane Society headquarters at 3607 North Armenia
promote the concerts. Parker got wind of a buzz developing about
Avenue in West Tampa, Parker, Marie and young Robert lived
one of the new performers touring Florida, a young singer from
rent-free in a furnished, second-floor apartment, a major
Memphis named Elvis Presley. Presley had a terrific voice and evoked
perk of his new job.
a raw sexuality heretofore unseen in conservative country package
Parker plied his carny acumen to separate people from
shows. Parker was at the baseball stadium in Jacksonville on May 13,
their money by establishing the first pet cemetery on humane
1955, when Presley announced to his screaming audience: “Girls, I’ll
society grounds. He would pay $15 for Fido’s tombstone, then
see you backstage.” Female fans chased Presley down to his dugout
charge the bereaved family $50. A deluxe funeral package
dressing room, mobbed the young singer and tore off his shirt. Parker
could reach $100.
witnessed it all. From that point, Axton recounted, she could see the
Now 31, Parker was about to embark on a side gig that
“dollar marks” in Parker’s eyes.
would lead him down the road to riches.
Since Presley was not yet 21, Parker made getting in his
In 1941, Parker used his promotional skills to stage a
parents’ good graces top priority. Elvis was devoted to his parents,
hillbilly music concert. He rented out the cavernous Homer
particularly his mother, Gladys, and Parker paid to bring them to
Hesterly National Guard Armory on Howard Avenue for
a show in Daytona Beach and made sure they knew he had bought
a show featuring Grand Ole Opry star Roy Acuff and an
their son a fancy new suit in which to perform. When Parker found
up-and-coming comedian, Minnie Pearl, known for her
out Gladys was a big fan of Hank Snow, he arranged a personal
cornpone straw hat and signature greeting, “Howdee!” With
meet-and-greet. Although Vernon Presley was impressed with
the promise of a portion of proceeds going to the Humane
Parker and believed he had his son’s best interests at heart, Elvis
Society, a small portion to be sure, Parker convinced a
told friends that Gladys never fully trusted the promoter.
grocery-store chain to sell tickets at a discount. The store
Parker convinced Presley he would never be a national star given
paid for a newspaper ad, and cashiers sold discounted show
the limited distribution of his singles. He made an audacious move
tickets at multiple Tampa-area locations.
by challenging Memphis-based Sun Records impresario Sam Phillips,
“Every cashier in a three-county area was working what
who owned Elvis’s contract, to “name his price” to sell the contract
amounted to a box office,” Pearl says in Miles’ book. “The man
to a major recording studio. Phillips, the man who discovered Presley,
was thinking even then.” The Hesterly show was a rousing
Howlin’ Wolf, Johnny Cash and Jerry Lee Lewis, shot him a number
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Person of INTEREST continued
Elvis, selling buttons that proclaimed “Elvis is a Jerk” and “I Hate
he thought Parker could never meet: $35,000, an astronomical
amount for a relatively unknown singer’s contract.
Elvis” along with the popular “I Love Elvis” pins.
With an evangelist’s zeal, Parker convinced executives at RCA
In 1979, after Vernon died, a probate judge discovered Parker
records to sign on. On Nov. 21, 1955, Parker strong-armed Elvis
was receiving a staggering 50 percent of Presley’s posthumous
Presley’s contract away from Phillips and Sun Records.
earnings. An attorney appointed by the judge estimated that
By January, Parker had arranged for Presley to appear on
Parker had defrauded the estate of more than $7 million in just
the Dorsey Brothers’ “Stage Show,” televised nationally on CBS.
the three previous years. The investigation also uncovered a
That same month, Presley recorded his first LP for RCA. One of
1973 agreement giving RCA all rights to 700 Elvis songs. Parker
the songs, “Heartbreak Hotel,” written
received $7.2 million. Presley got $4.6
by Mae Axton and Tommy Durden in
million. (Parker was sued by the estate in
Axton’s Jacksonville home, became a
1982, and an out-of-court settlement was
huge hit.
reached.)
While “Heartbreak Hotel” was
In fact, although the initial contract
rocketing to No. 1, Parker finally
had given him 25 percent, Parker had
grabbed the brass ring. On March 26,
renegotiated his contract to receive half
1956, 21-year-old Elvis Presley signed
even before Presley died. In 1968, when a
a contract with Parker to be his,
reporter asked if it were true that he got
“sole and exclusive Advisor, Personal
50 percent of everything Elvis earned,
Representative, and Manager.” On May 5, 1956, Presley’s debut
Parker blustered, “That’s not true at all. He takes 50 percent of
LP reached No. 1 on the Billboard charts. Parker had ensured he
everything I earn.”
would get a big piece of the action.
From Parker’s standpoint, that made sense. After all, he
Most contracts gave managers 10 to 15 percent. Parker took 25
had devoted himself to the career of his client—his only client,
percent. He told Presley’s first manager, guitarist Scotty Moore,
as he liked to point out. And the more Elvis retreated into drug
and bassist Bill Black, that they would earn weekly salaries,
addiction, the less attention he paid to his career and the more
nothing more. The two had been with Presley from the beginning.
work fell on Parker’s shoulders.
When they wanted to fatten their sound with drummer D.J.
Fontana, Parker made the two pay Fontana out of their own cut.
Comedian Nipsey Russell acknowledged Parker’s
Although they would soon make nationally televised appearances
success in making Elvis the King of Rock and Roll when he
with Presley on the Milton Berle, Steve Allen and Ed Sullivan
quipped, “Every entertainer should go to bed at night and pray
shows, the two musicians struggled financially. At a low point,
he finds a Colonel Tom Parker under his bed when he wakes up
Moore had to hock his guitar to pay a divorce settlement.
in the morning.”
In September 1957, Moore and Black resigned. Parker had
Yet there’s another side to the story. Parker helped make
succeeded in isolating the star from his band and gaining more
Presley rich and famous, but he never understood his protegee’s
control. By then, Presley had already made his first foray into
tremendous talent. The young Elvis was a true original, and not
acting in the film, “Love Me Tender.”
only because of his sexy, bad-boy charisma. His extraordinary
On Aug. 14, 1958, Presley’s beloved mother
Gladys died. Soon after, Presley left the States for
Germany, accompanied by his father Vernon, for a
two-year stint in the Army. Parker stayed behind,
tending to business, releasing singles and making
sure young fans wouldn’t forget Elvis.
The following year, Vernon started dating
Delores Stanley, a divorced mother of three. The
two were married in 1960. Elvis took it as a betrayal
and was never close to his father afterwards. With
Gladys gone and Vernon out of the picture, Parker
became the dominant adult figure in Presley’s life
as well as the overlord of his career. He dictated
all the financial deals, what Elvis would wear, how
he would enter a town, where and when he would
perform and the songs he would sing. Parker
poured endless work into promoting Presley’s
performances and films.
Parker also embraced something new for
recording artists: merchandising deals that brought
in millions from 80 different branded items, from
charm bracelets to record players. He even figured
out how to pry cash from people who disapproved of
The former carny never missed a chance to promote Elvis, whom he sometimes
referred to as “my attraction.”
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In 1979 a probate judge
discovered Parker was
receiving a staggering
50 percent of Presley’s
posthumous earnings.

Photo:Wikimedia

Parker and Elvis in 1969.

voice, with a range so wide it’s been called “many voices in one
person,” and his explosive performances fused a groundbreaking
blend of musical influences—African American blues singers, R&B
artists, the gospel choirs of his youth—into a new kind of music
that was coming to be known as rock and roll. At a time when
Black artists languished outside the mainstream, he embraced
their music and was outspoken about his admiration, telling a
reporter, “They played it like that in their shanties and in their
juke joints, and nobody paid it no mind’ til I goosed it up. I used to
hear old [blues singer and guitarist] Arthur Crudup bang his box
the way I do now, and I said if I ever got to a place I could feel all
old Arthur felt, I’d be a music man like nobody ever saw.”
Parker had a tin ear and no interest in Presley’s artistic
aspirations. A true carny, he saw his act as a product designed to
separate the marks from their money. Indeed, he often referred to
Elvis as “my attraction.”
And in his zeal for making lucrative side deals, he sometimes
sacrificed his client’s long-term interests. For example, he would
not allow Presley to record a song without getting publishing
rights, nor would he permit songwriters to meet and work with
Presley. Those missed creative opportunities and collaborations
could have boosted Elvis to new artistic levels—and earned him
and Parker even more.
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On March 26, 1960, Presley was out of the Army and back in
Florida to tape a Frank Sinatra TV special at the Fontainebleau
Hotel on Miami Beach. To reach beyond a youthful audience,
Parker had decided to tone down Presley’s image from a leatherclad jailhouse rocker to a middle-of-the-road, movie-star crooner.
Parker directed Presley to wear a tuxedo and perform bland
numbers like “Witchcraft” and “Stuck on You.” The performance
foreshadowed much of the coming decade, when Parker’s film
deals reaped a fortune but turned Elvis into a culturally irrelevant
has-been and parody of his former self.
In 1968, director Steve Binder managed to get Presley’s
career off life support with the comeback special. But that was
the last flash of Elvis as an exciting artist. Binder never saw
or spoke with Presley again. “I was an outcast,” he said. “The
Colonel circled the wagons.”
Artists—even the greatest artists—grow and improve
when they work with people who understand and nurture their
gifts. The right mentor can help an artist find his or her unique
voice. Legendary artist-mentor partnerships abound—novelist
Thomas Wolfe and editor Max Perkins, The Beatles and manager
Brian Epstein, Ray Charles and Atlantic Records producer
Ahmet Ertegun. If the young Elvis Presley had a manager who
appreciated and encouraged his powerful talent, he might have
blazed a deeper and more lasting musical trail—and his life might
have had a happier ending.
It was not in Parker’s nature to consider how his decisions
damaged Presley artistically. As Presley muddled through the
same-old, same-old tours in big cities and backwater towns, his
prescription drug abuse spiraled out of control, but Parker never
addressed that, either. His sole concern was keeping the money
train rolling.
On Aug. 16, 1977, 42-year-old Elvis Presley died at Graceland,
and the money train derailed. Thanks to recent poor business
decisions by Parker, Presley’s estate was valued at only $7 million.
Parker moved to Las Vegas, buying a mid-century modern pool
home, where he lived with his former secretary, Loanne, whom he
had married in 1990, four years after Marie died.
Parker died Jan. 26, 1997, at age 87. Until the end, money
remained his obsession. He had a voracious appetite for games of
chance, perhaps born among the rigged booths of dice and Kewpie
dolls in the carnival sideshows, and he spent as many as 12 to 14
hours at a time placing large bets in the casinos, hobbling in with
a cane in his final years. He had made an estimated $100 million
from Presley’s career, surely the richest haul made by any carny in
history, but the audacious imposter who gained worldwide renown
as “Colonel” Tom Parker gambled most of it away.
Bob Kealing is the author of four books
on Florida history and culture, including
Elvis Ignited, The Rise of an Icon in
Florida. He is a six-time regional Emmy
Award-winning journalist and two-time
recipient of the Edward R. Murrow
Award. In 2022-23, University Press of
Florida will release his latest book, about
the Beatles and 1964 Florida.
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The rise and fall of enormous Ice Age animals tells us much
about biology, evolution—and climate change.
By Bruce J. MacFadden

T

ake a walk through a Florida neighborhood, and along with people, cars and houses,
you’ll see some wild animals—mostly birds and squirrels, maybe a night-foraging
raccoon. If you venture into less developed areas, you might spot larger wildlife, like deer,
alligators or even a bobcat or bear. But if you could travel 20,000 years back in time,
you’d encounter a very different class of Florida creatures—giant mammals, reptiles and
birds, among them some of the fiercest predators that ever stalked the earth. Megafauna,
as they are called, flourished throughout the state for a few million years, and for a brief time some overlapped
with early humans. Their story holds clues to evolution, extinction, prehistoric humans and the effects of a
changing climate.
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Twenty thousand years ago, vast ice sheets covered much of
the land masses in the higher latitudes of the planet. The ice didn’t
reach as far south as Florida, but the state was much colder than
today, with an average temperature that’s been estimated at 48
degrees Fahrenheit. With so much of Earth’s water trapped in ice
sheets, sea levels were much
lower than they are today, more
than doubling the land area of
the peninsula.
Throughout the billions of
years of Earth’s history, at least
half a dozen periods of great
cold, or ice ages, have occurred.
Their origins are complex,
likely resulting from changing
global systems, including the
position of continents, changes
in ocean circulation and even
the wobble of an imperfectly
shaped planet on its spin axis. The last period of intense cold cycles
occurred during the Pleistocene epoch, an interval of time that
began some 2.6 million years ago and ended about
12,000 years ago. Temperatures rose and fell
throughout the Pleistocene, with the final big
freeze occurring at its end, during a period known
as the Last Glacial Maximum. The northern ice
sheets of the Last Glacial Maximum reached their
peak between about 30,000 and 20,000 years ago.
During that time, the ancient Florida peninsula
extended more than 100 miles westward into what is
now the Gulf of Mexico. Throughout this enlarged peninsula,
vast grasslands and forested habitats supported a wide range of
animals, including many no longer seen today. Florida is fertile
ground for paleontologists studying these ancient species. More
than 1,000 fossil sites throughout the state have yielded a trove of
well-preserved animal remains. In these ancient sinkholes, rivers,
estuaries, grasslands and
forests, animals died, were
covered by sediments and
became fossilized. Similar
archeological evidence
indicates that humans began
to inhabit what is now Florida
during a warming trend about
15,000 years ago, after the Last
Glacial Maximum ended.
The paleontological record
of fossils shows some three
dozen different species of
megafauna lived in Florida
20,000 years ago. Megafauna are variously defined as large animals
that weigh more than 100 pounds, although many are much larger
than that. At the upper end of the spectrum, the Columbian
mammoth may have weighed as much as 10 tons and was the
largest mammal of the Florida megafauna during the Last Glacial
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Maximum. Large size has its advantages. Bigger animals are
less vulnerable to predators; their large size also confers an
advantage in food digestion for herbivores. But large size can
have its downsides. Megafauna typically have a long period
of gestation and give birth to only a few offspring. Their
young are likely to require a lengthy period of care and take
a long time to reach sexual maturity and produce their own
offspring. As a result, as animals become larger, their total
numbers and local populations get smaller and make the
species more vulnerable to extinction.
During the Last Glacial Maximum, megafauna roamed
throughout much of the Americas. In North America, some
of those creatures were natives; others traveled from South
America or Eurasia over land bridges that developed at
different times. Florida megafauna included both carnivores
and herbivores, such as horses, bison, mammoths, and
mastodons. At the top of the food chain reigned fierce
predators, including dire wolves, saber-toothed cats, giant
jaguars and the aptly named terrestrial terror bird.
Let’s look at half a dozen of these Ice Age giants.

MASTODONS AND MAMMOTHS
The biggest of the big.
At the upper end of the size spectrum, each weighing many tons,
the American mastodon (Mammut americanum) and Columbian
mammoth (Mammuthus columbi) are iconic examples of Ice Age
megafauna that lived not just in Florida but elsewhere in North
America as well. Although they lived in Florida at the same
time, you likely would have found them in different habitats.
The shapes and chemical studies of the carbon content of their
teeth indicate that they occupied different niches. (The carbon
content of teeth reveals whether a species was feeding on softer
vegetation from bushes and trees or grasses.) The mastodon has
short tooth crowns with bulbous projections, or cusps, indicating
they primarily fed on browse—soft, leafy plants. The mammoth,
on the other hand, had massive teeth composed of enamel plates
cemented together with a flat grinding surface. This indicates a
grazer that fed mostly on abrasive grasses.

GIANT GROUND SLOTHS
Among the largest Florida megafauna.
The giant ground sloth (Eremotherium laurillardi) was also enormous,
growing up to 20 feet tall and weighing more than 3 to 5 tons. Sloths
were immigrants from South America, arriving after the Isthmus of
Panama rose from the sea about 4 million years ago and joined what
is now South and North America. The emergence of the Panama land
bridge sparked what is known as the Great American Biotic Interchange,
which enabled animals such as mammals, reptiles and flightless birds
to migrate between the continents. Successive waves of ground sloths
dispersed throughout North America, including Florida.
Scientists, including Thomas Jefferson, who was a published
paleontologist, once believed that the massive and sharp ground sloth
claws were adapted for predation. But based on their teeth and other parts
of their skeleton, these giants were more likely browsers that used their claws
to grasp tree branches and to defend themselves. Giant ground sloths have left
behind no direct descendants, but some are related to smaller modern-day tree
sloths found in Central and South American forests.

BISON
North American herbivores that weighed one ton.
North American bison (sometimes incorrectly called buffaloes,
which are an Old World group), although restricted to the Great
Plains today, were widespread in North America until the late
Pleistocene and human arrival. Fossilized bison bones and
teeth from that time are commonly found in Florida, including
along the Peace and Santa Fe rivers. Their elongated teeth
and analysis of the carbon content of their teeth, plus what we
know of modern species from the Great Plains, indicate that
Florida bison inhabited grasslands. With an estimated size of
more than a ton, one extinct species of Florida bison (B. latifrons)
was much larger than extant species today and had giant horns
spanning some 2 to 3 meters in length.

HORSES
North American natives and tropical-temperate grazers.
Horses (family equidae, including Equus) are generally thought
to have been introduced into North America by the Spanish
explorers about 500 years ago. This is true for domesticated
horses but belies the rich fossil record of horses native to
North America over the past 50 million years. In Florida,
Ice Age fossil deposits yield abundant remains of ancestral
species of the modern genus Equus, which includes horses,
donkeys, zebras, onagers and asses. Despite the widespread
belief that zebras are endemic to the Old World, details of
teeth of fossil Equus from Florida suggest some affinity with zebras.
In Florida, studies of the tooth shape and chemistry indicate that these
horse- and zebra-like ancestors were primarily grazers and therefore may
have competed for food with other grazers such as mammoths and bison.
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SHELLED MAMMALS

SABER TOOTH CATS

Supersized armored immigrants.

Apex predators of the Pleistocene.

We are well aware of the existence of armadillos in Florida;
they burrow in our yards and are frequently squashed by cars
along roadways. This familiar nine-banded armadillo (Dasypus
novemcinctus) is actually an invasive species introduced by humans
at least several times over the past century, but armadillos also
have a natural prehistory in Florida. They are related to sloths—
both united in a larger group called edentates. Like the giant
ground sloth, armadillos dispersed northward from South America
across the Isthmus of Panama during the Great American Biotic
Interchange. Several different armadillo species traveled northward,
including the giant herbivorous armadillo (Holmesina), which stood
half the height of a human and is found at many fossil localities
in southern America, including Florida. An even larger species of
armadillo cousin, Glyptodon, had an armored back formed from
many hundreds of tight-fitting bony plates and a head and massive
tail protruding from its shell. It grew to the size of a small car,
reaching as many as 10 feet in length, and weighed one ton.

More than a yard tall and approaching a half ton in the larger
species, the saber-tooth cat, or tiger (Smilodon), was the iconic
Pleistocene predator in Florida. Smilodon’s hallmark was its
elongated canines, which fit neatly into a protective flange on
the lower jaw. The combination of large size, deadly dental
adaptations and fleet pursuit made Smilodon a formidable
danger to prey. Scientists believe the large, knife-like sabers
were used to pierce the thick skin of the large megafauna, such
as mammoths, mastodons and possibly giant ground sloths and
bison, although Smilodon also might have taken down a horse or
llama for a snack.
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TERROR BIRDS
A flightless bird from which all took flight.
The flightless terror bird (Titanis walleri) was likewise a
formidable predator during the Florida Ice Age. The exception
to the rule that most Ice Age megafauna were mammals, the
terror bird was a South American immigrant during the Great
American Biotic Interchange, and its fossilized remains have
been found in the Santa Fe River and a few other Florida sites.
Scientists are uncertain which Pleistocene megafauna it preyed
upon—perhaps bison and horses—but the enormous creature,
which could grow up to seven feet tall and weigh an estimated
300 pounds, was an agile runner with diminutive clawed wings
and a big, powerful beak and could probably have dispatched
anything it cared to dine upon.

These are just a fraction of the Ice Age megafauna

that lived in Florida and elsewhere in North America until
about 10,000 years ago. To these can be added others, such as
tapirs, camels, llamas, giant tortoises and giant dire wolves, all
examples of a far richer assemblage of native megafauna than
exists today.
The megafauna that roamed Florida during the Ice Age tell
a story of invasion, adaptation and extinction. Although some
of these species, such as the horse, were native to Florida prior
to the Ice Ages, many of the others invaded the peninsula. For
example, the sloth, armadillo, and terror bird came northward
across Panama at different times during the Great American
Biotic Interchange. Mammoth and bison migrated to North
America from the Old World about 2 million and a half million
years ago, respectively.
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Fossilized remains of megafauna have been unearthed across Florida. Here, a
University of Florida dig west of Gainesville collects 2 million-year-old fossils.

Once situated in Florida, invading megafauna adapted to
different habitats and filled their own ecological niches much
the same way that most species do. As we’ve seen, the herbivores
were primarily browsers or grazers, and no ecosystem is complete
without predators topping the food chain.
What happened to this rich diversity of Ice Age megafauna, not
just in Florida but wherever else they lived? A few survive, among
them bison, although their range has shrunk dramatically since the
Pleistocene. But by 10,000 years ago, the great beasts of the late
Pleistocene that once roamed throughout Florida had vanished
from Earth.
It’s likely that several factors—especially biological adaptation,
climate change and human impact—explain megafaunal extinctions
at the end of the Ice Age.
We know that during this time there were great oscillations of
climate, from cold glacial to warm interglacial periods, and these
changes would have certainly affected the base of the food chain—
the kinds and relative abundance of plants in ancient habitats.
Shrinking food sources probably knocked out many herbivores, and
also predators who fed on them. And the size that made megafauna
so impressive also reduced their ability to adapt to changing
conditions. Their lower fecundity, with fewer offspring per female,
likely led to smaller populations, which made the species more likely
vulnerable to extinction.
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Some scientists believe early humans in Florida may have hunted megafauna, contributing to their extinction.

Climate change resulting in vanishing food sources likely is a
common phenomenon in many of the mass extinctions during the
geological past. A unique aspect of the Ice Age extinctions, however,
was the impact of humans that began arriving in Florida at the end
of the Pleistocene after the Last Glacial Maximum. It’s possible these
humans saw the megafauna as valuable food resources.
Although it’s rare to find direct evidence of humans interacting
with megafauna, some does exist. For example, in a North Florida
river, scientists unearthed a projectile point embedded in the skull
of the late Pleistocene species Bison antiquus. With the species’
numbers already dwindling because of climate and habitat change,
human beings may have struck the final blow.
The megafauna thrived in Florida’s ancient ecosystems for
millions of years; and as climate cycles rose and fell during the
Pleistocene, many were able to adapt and survive for thousands
of years—but not forever. When climate change became severe
enough, some began to disappear, although not all at the same
time. And when a new species—humans—invaded their habitat,
more animals died. Their story teaches that larger species are more
vulnerable to extinction, that invasive species can outcompete
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natives and that climate is an inexorable force that affects life
on Earth. Although they are gone, the rise and fall of Ice Age
megafauna has much to teach us about the delicate balance of
nature—if we listen.
Bruce J. MacFadden is
Distinguished Professor at the
Florida Museum, University of
Florida, MacFadden directs the
university’s Thomson Earth Systems
Institute. He has written more
than 200 scientific articles, mostly
dealing with fossil mammals of the
Americas, including Florida, and a
recent book, Broader Impacts of
Science on Society, published by
Cambridge University Press. He
is the past president of both the
Paleontological Society and Society
of Vertebrate Paleontology.
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SEE FLORIDA’ S ANCIENT GIANTS

T

hanks to the science of paleontology and fossil remains, Ice
Age megafauna are on display in several Florida museums.
Here are a few to visit.

FLORIDA MUSEUM PHOTO

The Bishop Museum of Science and Nature, Bradenton. This
museum has an American mastodon on display. bishopscience.org

MOAS, The Museum of Arts & Science. Daytona Beach’s MOSA
has a mounted skeleton of the giant ground sloth, collected from
nearby fossil deposits. moas.org
The Florida Museum, Gainesville. You can see many Ice Age
mammal skeletons, all from Florida, at this museum on the
University of Florida campus. Among them: the Columbian
mammoth, American mastodon, giant ground sloth, horse, tapir
and llama. The exhibits include the omnivorous spectacled bear
and carnivores, including the scimitar-toothed cat (a cousin of the
more familiar saber-tooth), the giant extinct jaguar, and not to be
left out, the terrifying terror bird. floridamuseum.ufl.edu
The Frost Museum of Science, Miami. The Frost Museum’s
exhibit, “Mammoths: Ice Age Giants,” includes a mounted
skeleton of a woolly mammoth and displays of Florida fossils.
frostscience.org
The Museum of Florida History, Tallahassee. Many Ice
Age fossils are on display, including a skeleton of an American
mastodon and life-like reconstruction of a giant armadillo.
museumoffloridahistory.com
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Sense of PLACE

A plate of croquetas bathed in golden sunlight.

Hialeah, Isla Mía

A Pulitzer-Prize winning journalist recalls the moveable buffet
of her Cuban-American childhood.
By Liz Balmaseda

I

blame a plate of croquetas for the barbarity I’m about to
commit in Hialeah. I can’t help it. They’re too damn adorable,
plump, crispy, golden, and they refuse to be ignored. How
could I not glamour-shoot them, capture them in the sunlight
streaming through the café storefront as if they’re wearing a lamé
sash proclaiming “Miss Municipio de Puerto Padre”?
Back in my old Hialeah days, nobody would consider a random
croqueta worthy of such exile beauty-queen treatment. My people
might have laughed at the sight of me: angling the phone just so,
resisting that first hot bite, that only truly worthy bite. Everybody
knows the flavor lifespan of a croqueta is five minutes max. You
devour them fresh from the fryer while they’re still fluffy. A cold
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or even room-temp croqueta is nobody’s pleasure. There’s an
urgency to some of the best bites in Cuban American cuisine. Like
Hialeah itself, they shine best in the immediate. Sandwiches must
be toasty. Tostones must be hot and crisp. Batidos de trigo must
be freshly blended—nobody wants a shake with puffed-wheat
sediment at the bottom of the glass.
So, Mami, Papi, Abuelo, Abuela, all the saints enshrined on
Hialeah lawns, and anyone else who may wonder how a child of
this City of Progress could grow up to Instagram a croqueta like
it’s a celebrity with all the time in the world, please look away.
Truth be told, I feel like an interloper in this strip-mall café.
I drove more than 80 miles south to reach Hialeah, a near Key
West-to-Havana distance from my home two counties to the
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north. I scribbled a list of such places on the back of an envelope,
from humble ingredients and backyard fruit, were epic.
curious to see what los foodies de Hialeah were gorging on these
I’ve conjured an image of my Hialeah years from pops of
days. This café is the first stop on an impromptu gastronomic
memory. I’ve sifted through boxes of old photos, hoping to fill
swing through my childhood city, a moveable buffet that included
in the details and find confirmation of the house as I remember
an Elena Ruz sandwich sweetened with guava jam, a creamy
it, the decorations, food, and fashion. But the city captured in
malanga soup, a bacalao croqueta so delicious I wanted a dozen
those photos is a funky haze, washed out in the pastel filters of
of them, and a frothy orange and papaya shake at a frenetic
the 1960s and the burnt siennas of the 1970s. My memories are
counter where a sign announces the best batidos anywhere.
sharper. I see the handmade tablecloth stretched beneath the
And here, in this storefront café, I search the gastro-pubby
familiar composition of palomilla steaks, golden onions, white
menu for signs of my old Hialeah before giving in to the tweakedrice, and fried plantains. I see the baby-blue pantsuit my mom
Cuban novelty vibe. I order ropa vieja served in Chinese-style
made for me to wear to guitar recitals. I see our late-1960s living
steamed buns and these preening, ham-and-Swiss orbs they call
room hopping with grownup party guests, women in palazzo
Medio Día Croquettes.
This is one of those
newish spots serving Cuban
food a branding expert might
call “reimagined.” The décor
is a mashup of industrial
USA and sepia Havana. Into
this setting walks a young
couple seeking a venue for
their daughter’s First Holy
Communion celebration.
They chat up a helpful
30-something manager (or
maybe owner) about the
possibilities.
Overhearing snippets,
I gather the manager has
hospitality experience that
extends beyond this tiny spot.
He offers to close part of the
café to accommodate the
party and suggests a “familystyle menu” service.
“¿Qué cosa es eso—family
es-tile?” asked the young
mother.
The helpful manager
gives a logistical explanation,
describing the placement
The author outside her house in Hialeah in 1977 with her first car, a Chevy Malibu.
of large sharing platters of
each dish along the center
of the tables.
pants and tangerine lipstick, men in polyester safari jackets,
“Oh, like at home,” says the mother.
Johnnie Walker sloshing around in their thick cocktail glasses,
Like at home, but formalized. During my Hialeah years, circa
all shimmying to Joe Cuba’s big boogaloo hit “El Pito.” I can hear
1965 to 1978, family-style wasn’t a restaurant meal option. It was
the chorus resound all over the house, from the Last Supper wall
a nightly rotation of fricasé, potaje, bistec empanizado, and daily
to the Don Quixote–themed bar in the Florida room: “I’ll never
arroz shared in the gaze of a gold-framed Last Supper painting
go back to Georgia! I’ll never go back!” Hialeah is where I came to
that dominated our dining room. It was weekend comelatas in
understand on certain party nights how it’s possible to dance and
the yard, birthday parties with syrupy Cuban cakes, and baby
cry at the same time.
showers featuring the most delicious chicken salad in the world,
“La gente de Hialeah,” my relatives would say when we walked
the one my mother and aunts made by kitchen-table assembly
into family gatherings in Sweetwater or Westchester. It was as
line, tossing pulled chicken with apples, potatoes, hard-boiled
if we were visitors from another land, one more concentrated in
eggs and mayo, and decorated with olives, sweet peas, and strips
its identity and Cubanía. If it wasn’t back then, it would become
of fancy pimiento. Sure, there were Cuban restaurants. But the
so: Nearly three-fourths of the population is Cuban or Cuban
meals that really mattered, be they informal suppers or Saturday
American, making Hialeah the most Cuban city in the USA.
pachangas, happened at home. And the feasts, lovingly cobbled

Sense of PLACE continued
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Life in my Hialeah was cloaked in nostalgia, one I couldn’t
fully understand but one I felt to the point of tears. I’d well up at
the Cuban national anthem and every time they played “Cuando
salí de Cuba,” the schmaltziest of exile anthems, at local variety
shows. My parents brought me from Cuba to Miami when I was
10 months old. I did not know Cuba. But the fog of Cuba? That I
knew well.
Years after we moved away, a bizarre newspaper assignment
about a roofer who had been fined an exorbitant amount for
dumping toxic waste led me back to my old house in Hialeah by
sheer coincidence. The house now belonged to the delinquent
roofer. The rooms that were once filled with suppertime chatter,
my mother’s cherished decorations, my younger siblings’ favorite
toys and Fania tunes were now scattered with haphazard
furnishings. It had become a house of frowning people who, for
some reason, placed their young son in a playpen covered by
a net to secure him. Essentially, the invaders of my childhood
home had caged their kid in the middle of the living room. My

Balmaseda, all dressed up for a friend’s quincanera party in Hialeah, circa 1974.
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chest tightened at the sight of it all. I continued my interviews as
best I could, all the while desperate to get out of there. I feared
one more minute there would ruin the house of my memories.
My parents never returned to Cuba because they knew the
island would be nothing like they remembered it. Leaving the
delinquent roofer’s house that night, I could understand why.
As I drive through today’s Hialeah, it feels as if I’m
traveling two cities at once, the traffic-choked one unfolding
before me and the one that drifts in as street numbers and
facades nudge a reverie. In each corner, a hidden city.
There’s the pool where I learned to swim and the leafy
street where I learned to play the guitar. There’s the parking
lot by Milander Park where I learned to dance Cuban during
practice sessions for a friend’s quinces party. Thanks to the
choreographer’s eclectic tastes and my quinceañera friend’s
super-Cuban parents, we learned a range of moves, from the
starched traditional danzón to the hip-swiveling, Cubanstyle Mozambique.
There’s the school where I learned to speak
English. For that, I thank a devoted young teacher
who made special flash cards for me, visited my house
to check on my reading progress and prepared me to
compete in the first-grade spelling bee. It was a long
shot, but I took home the little First Place trophy. It
would be decades before I learned the reasons Miss
Sussman took such an interest in me, the only Spanishspeaking kid in her class. She reached out to me one
day at work and filled in the details I had not grasped
as a child. She said she protected me because I was “a
Cuban refugee girl in a redneck town” and she worried
about me. I’m not sure she realized just how powerful
her protection would be. Her gift of the English
language would become my amulet against the bigots
I’d encounter throughout my career.
There’s the school sidewalk where I practiced
reciting Robert Frost’s poem “Stopping by Woods on
a Snowy Evening” on my way to a fourth-grade poetry
challenge. I still remember the darkly majestic scene it
evoked on my sunny walk in Hialeah.
Hialeah is the island we constructed between sacks
of arroz blanco and sheets of palomilla steaks cut from
bola entera, from spelling bee trophies and the stray
threads from la factoría that clung to my mother’s
work blouse. And it wasn’t easy to leave it. When my
father, an enterprising salesman who dreamed of more
spacious digs for us, announced we’d be moving to a
new house in Kendall, it felt like a new exile. We’d leave
our tight community, our walking-distance friends and
relatives, the landmarks that told our family story, for
a house with a pool in suburbia. Leaving Hialeah was
like leaving behind the frame that held together our
family’s identity.
In suburbia, the elements against us seemed more
visible. Maybe it’s because I was a young newspaper
reporter covering the Mariel Boatlift and the antiimmigrant backlash it sparked, but the messages were
hateful: Forget your native land, your first language,
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Surrounded by friends at her 15th birthday party.
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your family’s culture. Stop obsessing over historical
heartaches. Melt into the pot. Such messages seemed
alien in Hialeah, a city that refuses to melt into any damn
pot. They were nothing but waves crashing against the
malecón of the island we built. We could see them, regard
them as curious, maybe even fascinating, but know they
wouldn’t erode what kept us afloat. In a city that runs
on the immediate, that’s how we became americanos—
by refusing to be moved by such noise. To understand
Hialeah’s pull, one must understand this.
I often think about my old city now that I’m almost 90
miles away in a very different city, where Cuban chatter
is as rare as a decent croqueta. Sometimes I feel I live a
translated life or one that might have required subtitles in
my old Hialeah. The memories of those childhood years
still anchor me, and they still flood me. And sometimes
the feeling is pure “Cuando salí de Cuba.”
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A Taste of FLORIDA

Flour Power

Tradition, family and pitch-perfect Cuban bread have kept an Ybor City bakery busy
for more than a century.
By Dalia Colón

I

n 1915, Woodrow Wilson was in the White House, “Birth
of a Nation” was No. 1 at the box office, and a gallon of gas
would set you back around 15 cents. And in Tampa’s Ybor City
neighborhood, a co-op of artisans opened a trio of bakeries, aptly
naming them La Primera, La Segunda and La Tercera.

PHOTO: DALIA COLÓN

found packing boxes of cookies and answering questions from
pesky journalists.
All day long, the bakery’s door swings open and shut as a
steady stream of customers squeezes into the lobby to pick up a
loaf of Cuban bread to serve with dinner, a tray of sandwiches for
the office luncheon or a steaming cup
of coffee with milk.
When bakeries 1 and 3 went
“La Segunda’s continued
bust, Juan Moré bought out his
existence offers warmth and
partners. Catalonian by birth,
comfort to Tampeños who love
Moré (rhymes with foray) had
tradition,” says Patrick Manteiga,
fought in the Spanish-American
editor and publisher of the trilingual
War in Cuba, where he fell in
newspaper La Gaceta, itself an Ybor
love with authentic Cuban bread.
City institution since 1922. “It’s like
He brought the recipe to Florida,
dipping hot buttered Cuban bread
and La Segunda Central Bakery
into a great cup of café con leche in
has been serving up crispy-onthe morning—you know you’re in
the-outside, soft-on-the-inside
Tampa and that everything is going
loaves of Cuban bread ever since.
to be okay.”
A lot has changed since
La Segunda’s bread recipe
the bakery’s early days, but La
remains unchanged, right down to
Segunda remains a fixture in
the fresh palmetto leaf that’s baked
Ybor City—as much a symbol
Third-generation owner Tony More points to the palmetto leaf baked
into each 3-foot-long loaf, creating
of the neighborhood as the
into the 3-foot-long loaf.
the bakery’s trademark split down
rumbling streetcar or the feral
the center. Tony admits that the leaves are getting harder to find
roosters that strut around town.
in the city, but you don’t mess with tradition. The building still
“We keep going. I never thought it would do this. I know
isn’t air-conditioned, meaning the temperature inside—and the
my father never thought it would do this,” third-generation
bread itself—change with the seasons. Again, tradition. And no,
owner Tony More says of La Segunda’s success. Born in 1942 and
La Segunda hasn’t jumped on the gluten-free bandwagon.
technically retired from the family business, Tony can still be
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COURTESY OF LA SEGUNDA CENTRAL BAKERY

But there have been some innovations. These days, machines
knead and cut the dough—work that was once done by hand.
Another sign of the times: Alongside menu items like Cuban
sandwiches, guava cheese turnovers and tres leches cake, you’ll
find spinach salad, Coke products and avocado toast—albeit on
Cuban bread. And Juan Moré’s descendants now answer to the
surname More (rhymes with door), because it’s easier for gringos
to pronounce.
The bakery cranks out 20,000 loaves a day of Cuban
bread, shipping all the way to Alaska and, perhaps even more
unbelievably, to Miami. Yep, in the ongoing Tampa-versus-Miami
Cuban sandwich war, La Segunda supplies ammo for both sides.
One of the bakery’s biggest customers is Columbia Restaurant
Group, whose flagship restaurant sits about a mile southeast of La
Segunda. In business since 1905, the Columbia is Florida’s oldest
restaurant and something of a big sister to La Segunda.
At the Columbia’s seven statewide locations, each meal begins
with a loaf of La Segunda bread, toasted and served with whipped
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Copeland More with his daughters.
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Three generations of family—Albert, Tony and Copeland More—in the bakery.

Cases filled with fresh-baked goods greet customers.
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butter. La Segunda bread is
also the centerpiece of the
restaurant’s Cuban sandwich,
white-chocolate bread pudding
and other dishes.
“The world’s best Cuban
bread is made at La Segunda
Central Bakery in Ybor City,”
says Richard Gonzmart,
president and fourthgeneration family member
of the Columbia Restaurant
Group. “Better than any
bread you’ll find in Cuba.
And I did go to Cuba, so I
do know. Miami? That’s not
Cuban bread.”
At Gonzmart’s South
Tampa diner, Goody Goody,
La Segunda bread is the basis
of the menu’s OMG! French
Toast and a key component of
the Ybor City Breakfast.
“Dunking the bread
Tony’s daughter Suzanne and her classmates show off a giant loaf in the early 1980s.
into the café con leche is
not required but highly
encouraged for flavor and local authenticity,” Gonzmart says.
“The same can be said about the staff, who make La Segunda
The flavor and local authenticity have expanded, with La
what it is. Everyone here is dedicated to quality and is passionate
Segunda recently adding locations in South Tampa and across the
about the products we create daily.”
bay in St. Petersburg—projects that are largely overseen by Tony’s
With dedication, passion and more
son, Copeland Moré, who was born in 1980 and grew up in the
than a century of experience baked
family business.
into every loaf, La Segunda continues
“I remember spending time with my family, especially my
to supply customers near and far with
cousins, and helping during the busy holidays,” Copeland says.
their daily bread.
“Our main job was packing cookie boxes, packing bread and
staying out of the way.”
Dalia Colon, an Emmy-Award winning
Copeland credits La Segunda’s employees and the Tampa Bay
multimedia journalist, produces WUSF
community for the bakery’s continued success.
Public Media’s food podcast, The Zest. Her
“So much support has been given over the years to us here
work has appeared in The New York Times
locally, which drives us to uphold the quality standard,” he says.
Magazine, Los Angeles Times and on NPR.
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COURTESY OF LA SEGUNDA CENTRAL BAKERY.

A Taste of FLORIDA continued

The QUIZ

They Named a County after What?
From biting bugs to nuclear bombs, test your knowledge of the Sunshine State.
1. In 1824, Florida’s legislative council created a new
county that included nearly the entire east coast of
the state. What was it called?
A: Spanish County
B: Milton County
C: Jackson County
D: Mosquito County

D. Mosquito County was roughly 220 miles long
and 90 miles wide. Today, the area comprises all or
portions of Volusia, Brevard, Indian River, St. Lucie,
Martin, Seminole, Osceola, Lake, Polk and Palm Beach counties.

2.

Which former First Lady of Florida was a founding member of the
Florida State League of Women Voters, a precursor to the League of
Women Voters of Florida?
A:
B:
C:
D:

Annie Isabell Douglass
Virginia Darby Trammel
May Mann Jennings
Maude Randell Hardee
C. May Mann Jennings, First Lady from 1901 to 1904. She co-founded
the Florida State League of Women Voters in 1921, two years after
Congress passed the 19th Amendment, giving women the right to vote.
Although the 19th Amendment was ratified in 1920, Florida did not
ratify it until 1969.

3. U-2 pilots flew from what Florida
city to Cuba in 1962 to secure
photographic proof that the Soviets
were installing nuclear missiles on
the island nation?
A: Miami
B: Tampa
C: Panama City
D: Orlando

D. The pilots flew from Orlando, and they provided evidence that brought
the U.S. and Soviet Union to the brink of war. One pilot was shot down
by the Soviets, an incident that was covered up and later revealed by U-2
pilot Jerry McIlmoyle of Venice, Florida.

4. The queen conch, which once proliferated in
the Florida Keys, is named for which queen?
A: Queen Elizabeth
B: Queen Victoria
C: Queen Isabela I of Castile
D: Queen Latifah

B. The Queen Conch, famous for its vibrant pink and
golden colors when polished, was a favorite of Queen Victoria’s. She
had cameos cut from the shells. Queen conchs have disappeared from
the Keys and are found mainly in the Bahamas. Pressure on the animals
started in the 17th and 18th centuries when “shell madness” overtook
European royalty and aristocracy.
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5. Which of the following was Florida’s only
tourist attraction for African-Americans?
A: Paradise Park
B: Bay Ridge Resort
C: The Bethune Hotel
D: Gator World

A: During Jim Crow, attractions, hotels and beaches
were segregated, limiting African-American tourism
and recreation. In 1949, Black workers at Silver Springs
convinced the owner to establish an area where their
friends and families could enjoy the springs. Paradise Park flourished until
increasing integration led to its closing in 1968.

6. Waters from what percentage of the

lower 48 states drain into the Gulf of Mexico?
A: 25 percent
B: 35 percent
C: 50 percent
D: 60 percent
D. Because 60 percent of the lower 48’s tributaries lead to the Gulf, it is
vulnerable to pollution from all over the United States and dependent on
clean-water regulations and initiatives from every state and region.

7. In the 16th century, at least 2,000 bald

eagle nesting pairs inhabited Florida. Their
numbers stayed strong until the 1950s, then
dropped by 80 percent or more. Why?
A: Development destroyed much of their habitat.
B: Three years of red tide blooms wiped out
most of the fish species they consume.
C: Chemicals poisoned them.
D: Invasive South American hawks fed on the eagles’ eggs.
C. Eagles can coexist with human development, but they were nearly
destroyed by DDT, a chemical widely used after World War II to eliminate
insects and insect-borne diseases. After bald eagles ate contaminated
fish, DDT caused thin-shelled eggs not to hatch. By 1963, fewer than 500
nesting pairs remained in the lower United States. Since DDT was banned
in 1972, bald eagle populations have rebounded.

8.

Which Florida river did naturalist William
Bartram explore in 1766?
A: Withlacoochee River
B: Suwannee River
C: St. Johns River
D: Ichetucknee River
C. William Bartram explored the St. Johns River. It was
his first trip to Florida, and he fell in love with the area. He returned later
to document the region’s plants, animals and Indigenous people.

Our questions were inspired by recent programs in our free Florida
Talks speakers’ series. To attend in person or register for a virtual
event: floridahumanities.org/events/
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By DESIGN

Ca’ d’Zan, John and Mable Ringling Museum of Art, Sarasota. After John Ringling
established the winter quarters for “The Greatest Show on Earth” in Sarasota, he and his
wife Mabel built a flamboyant Gothic Revival mansion at the edge of Sarasota Bay in 1926.
(This and other captions are adapted from Greacen’s book.)

On the Dots

A pen-and-ink Tampa artist recreates memorable Florida buildings.

M

ore than 150 Florida buildings, from famous landmarks
to vintage cottages, are reproduced in ultra-realistic
detail in Charles Greacen’s new Florida Landmarks,
Lodgings & Legends: Drawings and Sometimes Accurate
Accounts. Working with a pen designed for drafting and
architecture, Greacen, a graphic artist and illustrator,
creates detailed images using a painstaking linedrawing technique called stippling—drawing tiny dot
after dot after dot. Although his process is laborious
and time-consuming—Greacen once decided to
count the number of dots in a square inch and came
up with a total of 1,500—he says, “It’s also
kind of mesmerizing.”
A college teacher “taught
me how to see buildings and
appreciate their nuances,”
says Greacon, and he
began photographing and
drawing buildings, first in

his hometown of Tampa and then around the state, as a hobby.
When COVID hit and his business slowed, he decided to bring the
drawings together in a book, adding sometimes droll commentary
about each one.
“I’m thankful for the diversity of architecture in this state,”
he says. “We have everything from colonial to the outrageous.”
Buildings, he says, wear their creator’s hopes and dreams,
and perhaps nowhere more than in Florida, the land
of new beginnings. “In Florida, architecture is more
willing to let loose,” he says. “A lot of it expresses
people’s extra-high hopes here, the flamboyance of
paradise and dreams to be fulfilled.”
—Pam Daniel
Published by St. Petersburg
Press, Florida Landmarks,
Lodgings and Legends
is available online and in
selected book stores.

Annie Pfeiffer Chapel, Lakeland. In the late 1930s, Florida Southern College’s president, Ludd
Spivey, invited Frank Lloyd Wright to develop a master plan for the campus and gave him a free hand.
The chapel, Wright’s first building, completed in 1941, has a bowtie design on the 65-foot tower that’s
an icon for the school, which has the largest grouping of Wright buildings anywhere.
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Century Tower, Gainesville. The University of Florida’s original
campus design called for a gothic tower at its center. Century Tower,
completed in 1953, has a belfry sporting 12 bells. The 61 chimes that
make up its full carillon range from a modest 15-pounder to a B-flat
gong that weighs 7,000 pounds.

Edison Winter Home, Fort Myers. Edison drew plans and had his
“Seminole Lodge” prefabricated in Maine, then shipped to its destination on
the banks of the Caloosahatchee River. In 1925, he planted a 4-foot ficus tree,
which has grown into a towering one-acre-diameter banyan tree, just one of
roughly 1,000 varieties of plants he amassed on his Florida property.

Centro Asturiano de Tampa. When the headquarters of Centro
Asturiano, a club for Tampa’s cigar workers, was destroyed by fire in
1910, the society aspired to replace it with the grandest club in the city.
M. Leo Elliot, considered the dean of Tampa architecture, designed a
showcase with ballroom, cantina, theater, library, gym and an onyx bar
the club claims is the longest in the world.

McMullen-Coachman Log Cabin, Largo. When hostilities broke out with
the Seminoles in the mid-19th century, settlers James McMullen and his bride
were forced to abandon their newly built cabin only to find it burned when
they returned. Their second cabin, built in 1852, is the oldest surviving home
in Pinellas County.
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On EXHIBIT

Realizing a Dream

PHOTO COURTESY OFLIBRARY OF CONGRESS

Palm Coast’s African American Cultural Society hosts the Smithsonian
Institution’s Water/Ways exhibit.

A river steamboat on Lake Ocklawaha, Florida.

W

ith the theme “River to River: From the Nile to the
St. Johns,” artists, speakers, poets and performers at
the African American Cultural Society in Palm Coast will
explore the ties between Florida’s African American history and the
world’s most precious resource: water.

The programming is part of Water/Ways, a Museum on Main
Street traveling exhibit presented by the Smithsonian Institution
and Florida Humanities. The exhibit has traveled in Florida since
June 2021. The AACS is its final stop.
Hosting a Smithsonian exhibit, says Meshella Woods, curator
at AACS, is a turning point for the museum, which in 2021
celebrated its 30th anniversary.
“We’re realizing our dreams,” she says.
The cultural society started as a group of Black scholars
and artists who had moved from New York to the east coast of
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Florida in the 1980s. Inspired by the Harlem Renaissance,
they gathered in each other’s homes to talk about African
American culture, history and current events. In 1991, they
incorporated and invested in a building where they could
hold larger gatherings. Founding members included Walter
Morris, who in 1944 was one of the U.S. Army’s first Black
paratroopers, and Shirley Chisholm, the first Black woman
elected to Congress.
Today the AACS has about 450 members. “Our founders
intended for this to be a culture center and museum,” Woods
says. “The fact that we’re doing this Water/Ways exhibit
is magical.”
—Janet Scherberger
The Water/Ways exhibit is on view at the African American Cultural
Society in Palm Coast July 9-Sept. 3. aacspalmcoast.org

Water/Ways Wraps
Up Florida Tour!

We’d like to recognize and thank all the venues that hosted the Museum on Main Street
exhibition, Water/Ways, in 2021 and 2022! We hope the exhibition and wonderful programming
engaged visitors and educated communities on the many facets of our greatest resource — water.
With photographs, video and audio content and hands-on components, Water/Ways dives into
this essential component of life on our planet, through an environmental, cultural and
historical perspective.
• June 26-August 21, 2021
Citrus County Historical Society
(Citrus)

• January 8-February 26, 2022
Dolly Hand Cultural Arts Center
(Palm Beach)

• August 28-October 23, 2021
Apalachicola Arsenal Museum
(Gadsden)

• March 5-April 30, 2022
Barron Library
(Hendry)

• October 30 - December 23, 2021
MidFlorida Credit Union Event Center
(St. Lucie)

• May 7-July 2, 2022
Amelia Island Museum of History
(Nassau)

Haven’t experienced Water/Ways
yet? Check it out this summer at
the last stop:
• July 9-September 3, 2022
African American Cultural Society
(Flagler)

Water/Ways is part of Museum on Main Street, a collaboration
between the Smithsonian Institution and Florida Humanities.
Support for the exhibition and programming was provided
through a grant from Florida Humanities with funds from the
National Endowment for the Humanities.
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Your Digital Gateways to
Florida’s History and Culture

FloridaHumanities.org is a free resource
for individuals and communities to learn more
about Florida. Visitors to our website can apply for
exciting grant and program opportunities, see the
humanities events happening in their community,
and learn about Florida’s history and culture
with blog posts, radio programs, and more.
Visit FloridaHumanities.org and discover
why Florida is a state of wonder!

Listen! These Streets Have Stories to Tell!
Florida Stories is a free walking tour app created by
Florida Humanities. Users will be transported through
the past and present with over thirty-five tours of Florida
communities. Each Florida Stories tour is narrated, packed
with photos, and will open your eyes to
the Sunshine State in a way you’ve never
experienced before.
Download the “Florida Stories” app today,
available for Android and Apple devices.

